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Greet Players 
Give MacBeth; 
Sponsored by 4-A 
Shakespearean    Drama 
To Be Played In City 
Hall Monday 
NOTED PLAYER GROUP 
I.KWISTOX, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1932 
Stag< 
&.■   Philip   Ben   Greet  On 
50 Years — Is 
Dramatic Authority 
The Batea English 4-A Players 
show again their interest in the 
field of good drama in sponsoring 
the appearance of the world fam- 
ous Ben Greet Shakespearean Play- 
ers io "MacBeth" in the Lewiston 
City Hall lhe night of Monday, 
January 25. 
Sir Philip litn Greet and his 
cast or players have returned to 
America lor another transconti- 
nental lour. On the week-mil of 
I ho twenty second of January they 
will present in ihe Portland High 
School Auditorium, three Shakes- 
pearean plays; "The Comedy of Er- 
rors", "MacBeth", and "Twelfth 
Night". On the following Monday 
evening, the Ben Greet Players will 
present "MacBeth" for the enjoy- 
ment   of  a   local   audience. 
Sir Philip Ben Greet has heeu on 
the stage fifty years and is one of 
the greatest living authorities on 
the English drama. His Shakespea ■- 
can productions are especially line 
and he succeeds in creating the 
essential medieval atmosphere. The 
company "plays Shakespeare as it 
should  be  played." 
In spite of the somewhat inop- 
portune (from the students' point 
of view) time 1hat Sir Philip will 
present "MacBeth" in Lewiston 
such an opportunity should not be 
lightly passed over. •Student tickets 
may be secured for fifty cents at 
the  College Store. 
Rates-Bowdoin 
To Fight It Out 
At Arena Tonight 
Bobcats See Chance To 
Tighten Crip On 
Series 
When the Bates and Bowdoin 
starlets come to grips to-night at 
si. Doins Arena, the encounter 
promises satisfaction to the 
most discriminating sports fan. 
encounter promises satisfaction to 
flic most discriminating sports fan 
With no less hitter rivalry, anil 
with all the spirit that character 
ized their battles a year ago, hot h 
of these teams regard this game as 
the crucial one of the first half of 
I lie season. Bowdoin reels that poor 
ice and the subsequent lack of prac- 
tice widened the margin of victory, 
or made victory possible at the first 
encounter at Brunswick, and again 
in Boston against Northeastern last 
Saturday, nevertheless another loss 
would   handicap  her  seriously. 
Her deroat at the hands or Colhy 
Monday' night makes her definitely 
the underdoi in the series at pres- 
ent. This game was a critical one 
for the Garnet, too. ror it put the 
Mules on an equal tooting. The! 
game tonight, then, has the signi-' 
licence of breaking a tie. or if lost 
giving the Bales scries hopes a se- 
vere  jolt. 
Although Bates' trip was not a 
success on the leeord. ror lack or 
ice had handicapped the Bobcats, 
however in losing both games, the 
play against Brown and Boston 
University was encouraging. At the 
B. IT. game the Garnet forced the 
Play, and the front line often bad 
ihe jump. but. fortified with a 
(< ontinued on  Page «.  Column :t) 
Delegates Find 
Outing Club Is 
Well Organized 
Bates Girls Back From I 
Conference At 
Smith 
'ih.' past week-end. Smith college 
at  Northampton,   Mass.   entertained 
delegates   from   eleven   colleges   re- 
presenting the Outing ci„h, „r theirl 
n   j.c: live  schools. 
Bates by the Bates Outing «lub and 
the Women's Athletic Association; 
Dogma* Augu-stinus. Rosamond Mel- 
i nor  and   Rosemary   Lambert.-•HI. 
1'iiday night, the conference 
starteri with an Informal banquet at 
me Hotel Northampton. The speak- 
er wa.j MT. Harris, the rounder of 
Ihe Dartmouth Outing Club and 
treasurer of the national ski asso- 
ciation of America. He outlined lb 
organization ol the Dartmouth club, 
save iome Huggestlonn to Outing 
Clubs, and told of hie trip to Nor- 
way, where he went a. a delegal • 
irom l". s. Moving pictures were 
shown, Illustrating correct skiing 
and showing some view- taken in 
Norway. 
Saturday morning, the delegal 
visited elas ica al Smith. At noon, 
bus too* the party to the Smith 
Cabins, about eight mile; from 
Northampton. Plans had been made 
for skiing instruction, but due to the 
lack ol snow, mountain climbing 
was substituted. In the evening, a 
discussion was held. One delegate 
from each college was asked to re- 
pot! on tli*- most successful project 
undertaken by her Outing Club. Pro- 
blem? WOW brought up by diffe- 
rent schools and improvements rug- 
gested.     This discussion proved quite 
enlightening. In comparison to the 
colleges represented, the Hates out- 
ing club was by tar the best orga- 
nised   :ind   most   efficient.      Many   dlf. 
Bcultles confront some of ihe colle- 
ge Simmons is attempting 
to  get   started.     Skldmere    College 
or N. v. has the backing of the ad- 
ministration in all finances neces- 
sary,   a !    the   college    president    iff   a 
past member of ihe Dartmouth club. 
x. it. si.ii ■ girl- received a gift of 
land, bought the lumber, and cons- 
tructed a  cabin  themselves.  Ml.  Hoi 
yoke.    I'urnard.   Smith      an.I    Ma 
Slate have well equipped cahiis . 'I'll • 
chief   intend   of   all   of   the   Outing 
Clubs centered around the cabins 
Chapel Speakers 
Explain Student 
Volunteer Group 
Delegates  To   Confer- 
ence  Give  Inspiring 
Talks of Movement 
A   very   Impressive  chapel   service 
Friday morning, which held the 
interest of the entire student body, 
was conducted by Edith Lerrigo 
'32 and Alden Gardiner "■' I who 
attended the student volunteer con- 
ference  group. 
Alden Gardiner gave an Interest- 
ing talk on different features ol 
the conference. The lectures, which 
were conducted by students Irom 
man) different colleges and univer- 
sities  and   by   missionaries   Ir ill 
over the world, were of special In- 
terest to him. The conferi 
which followed the lecturs brought 
the individuals into more Informal 
relationships. The-,, meetings ins- 
pired in Mr. Gardiner the desire to 
do his beet In everything with the 
help of the Christ living on earth 
to-day. He concluded his address 
with a plea that Hales Students 
realize more fully the ideals and 
values of Christianity on our cam 
pus. 
Edith Lerrlgo "32 presented ber 
opinions concerning the value ol 
ihe conference to her. She men 
tloned the fact that here on the 
Bates Campus the great problems 
facing the world today demand our 
attention and thought. According to 
the ideas given    at  the conference, 
only by a great Christian mo. 
ment carried on by Intelligent and 
interested people ran these ques- 
tions be solved. Edith Lerrigo 
pleaded that Bales Students recog- 
nize 'heir responsibility In ibis di- 
rection. She also expressed the 
wish that all the student body could 
have attended the conference which 
mad' the delegates realize so en 
lirely what Christianity can mean 
to  eaeli   individual 
Dunham V/inner 
in College Peace 
Oration Contest 
Women's Banquet 
At Rand Thursday 
Enjoyable Affair 
The  annual   banquei   ol   Ihe   Wo 
men's   Athletic   Association   was   held; 
in    Rand    Hall,   Thursday.   January 
M.  The ball  was lighted  with  green 
candles,   and   green   anil   white   menu 
cards.      place      cards,      and       favors 
carried   out   the   decorative   sehenie.l 
Bouquets of white carnations, white 
sweet peas, and asparagus were on 
each   table. 
Miss Emily Finn, president of the 
Association    acted      as    loastniistress 
and. with a combination of sin 
cerity and dry wit, introduced the 
various speakers on the program mo. 
Arlene Skiflins '34 spoke first, giv- 
ing a toast to the guests. She paid 
especial tribute to President Clifton 
I). Cray. Julia Brlggs '32 uexl 
toasted Sports. A flute solo by John 
David followed Ibis toast Grace 
Gearing '">'> as tbo third speaker 
expressed the girls' appreciation of 
Professor Walmsley and Miss San- 
ders   in      a   "Toast   to   the   Coaches. 
The last speech, "To the Garnet ami 
Black" was given by Tbelma Klt- 
tretlge '33. 
The guests or the evening were 
Mrs. Clifton D. Gray. Dean Hasel 
M. Clark. Professor Lena M. Walm- 
sley  and  Miss  Kathleen  Sanders. 
Uncle Johnny Comes To Bates 
"By ClilVE KNOWLES 
The  name of  tot* Johmiy  Stanton  has  become   familiar  to  all 
Bates men an.l women   as a symbol    ol all that    is fine and worth- 
while it. our college traditions. There ts a ratter   ...terest HK S«■> 
connected with Prof. Stanton's coming to Bates hat . «st. , 
something of the breadth of policy on winch this college developedj 
during the latter years of the last century „.B.      ■ 
When Pros. Cheney presented the name ol Prof. Stanton .sa 
candidate for the college faculty, a rival candidate ol no little 
prestige v,as Buggestedfor the same position, There was , deeded 
preference on the part of the trustees for the latter because ol his 
pronounced loyalty to the Free Baptist denomination and also be- 
cause of the fact that Uncle Johnny was a coiigregatronaiist. An in- 
formal ballot proposed by discreet Pres. Cheney indicat.*d aJ ieci. led 
preference for Mr. Stanton's rival. A recess was held. Wlien tm 
trustees reassembled it'was evident that there had been some^effec- 
tive talking iu which Pies. Cheney had made himself clearly under- 
stood. A formal ballot followed and Mr. Stanton was found to navej 
a plurality of one vote." 
From the very beginning Bales was fortunate enough to have 
leaders whose vision went far beyong mere denominational lines. 
Tims Bates had inherited a tradition which has been achieved m 
other institutions only after a long and arduous struggle among 
those factors which go to make up a college "Wlien someone suggested 
that certain denominational restrictions should be incorporated in I 
the first charter of this institution, Ebe.iezer Knowlton answered 
vigorously "No". This is especially significant in view of the lac 
that Bates was founded almost entirely through the contributions ol 
cSE£. fiat HAfi-g ,r£j*£3£ftE** t-n, Cheney, and Stanton, foffanosl among fee -   in*   ■ - • 
William    Dunham.    I a:''.'.    » 
college oratorical conic,i on Peace 
held ai Ihe Little theatre al 
i o'clock on Monday afternoon 
This victory gives Mr. Dunham the 
privilege ol representing Bates 
College in the State finals to be 
held at Colbj in Waicrvillc. some- 
time next month. The winner 
among the Maine colleges will HKMI 
compete in the National flnals. it 
will be remembered that Howard 
Thomas '31, won iiii-. State con- 
si   year. 
Mr. Dunham loofc lor hii iub- 
jocl "Idealistic Materialism" and 
ha developed this unique view 
point <>r world peace in a frank and 
convincing   manner. 
Pointing out that I'ncle Sam lii"' 
every other nation is controlled 
primarily by his pocketbook rather 
than his heart, he stressed the 
point that the League <>r Nation - 
must   jive   up   Its   idealistic     policy 
for   a   materialistic   one   before   thai 
"international hermit", the United 
States will Join, and before the fif- 
ty-two signatorj nations will give 
ii   their i upporl 
"We never can form an "ii and 
water amalgam" declared Mr. Dun- 
bam,   "as   long      a I   peace-      conflicts 
with national economic interests we 
shall never have enduring peace. 
Our 'usl< today tor practical states- 
men la In integrate and coordinate 
these conflicting materialistic in- 
terests     of   the   Powers   and     then 
Peace will come aul atically. 
Pointing out the tad thai In 
17Sn Hie 13 colonies were a pocket 
Facsimile of the nations today- 
separated and held apart by econo- 
mic Interests — Mr. Dunham said 
"Out our Federalists were adroit 
statesmen. They did not tell these 
colonies to limit their militias. 
neither did they stress their moral 
duly to ratify the constitution, 
rather   they   pointed      out    over   and 
over again the economic advantages 
Of a more perfect union over un- 
profitable  disunion". 
"In 1932 concluded Mr. nun- 
ham   "The   League   Of   Nations   must 
persue that same materialistic po- 
licy. As long as w(. have a material- 
istic society pease can reign only 
it it is made more profitable than 
war. Conaeuuentlj the League must 
change Us policy from moral to 
economic persuasion. It must inte- 
grate and coordinate national eco- 
nomic Interests before it can dis- 
sarni the nations. Armaments can 
never be reduced until we reduce 
the need  [or materialism  to    build 
them!" ,. , 
Other cent.slants were Valcry 
Buratl '82, Ladle Foulger '82, 
Theodore Seamona '34, Paul swan 
■32. Powers MacLean '3S, Gordon 
Jones  '35,  and   Wymaii   Lord   '31. 
The judges were Mrs. George M. 
Chase Professor Grosvenor Robin- 
son, and Profeeor Newell Maynard 
or Tufts. Mr. Maynard is head of 
the public speaking department at 
Tufts. 
Women's  Politics Club 
XXKXXXXXKXKXXXKXKKHKX: ::•::::.::.: 
FINAL EXAMINATION       ? 
SCHEDULE x 
... 
Monday, Jnnuiir-   25 ;.- 
A.  M.—English   I. ij 
Chciiii-n*    |(i. X 
French   17   (Div  III 
I.   I.  8:80) 
P. M.—M. \Y. F. »:00's 
Tuesday, .lanuai \  •_><; 
A. M.—T. T.  l:80'« 
P.   M.—M.   \V.  I'.   |0:00'K 
Wednesday, -laniiniy  27 
A.     M. <ierill;|||     i. 
German    I I. 
P.  ."'I.—T.  T.  S. »:UO's 
Thai wilaj. .i.iiM-ai\  SB8 
1.   W.—M.   IV.   F.   ll:OOs 
r.  M.— I". T. S.   I ItOO's 
Friil.-M . .lamia: \   an 
\.   M.—H.   W.   F.   7: to - 
P.  M.—T. T. S.   I0:0O'N 
Saturday,  January  :((* 
A.  M.—T.   I. S.   7: Ill's 
P.  M.—St.   \V.   F.  2:30\ 
Monday, Febraary  I 
A. M.—M.   \V.  F.   hllll's 
P.  M.— I".   I'. 2:30's 
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The Women's Politics Club met 
Monday, January 18. Florence 
Ogden read a paper on the marriage 
!a"«s "t the llftereni states. 
xxxxxxxxx:::-::::::::::::::: :•::•::-::•: :-:xxx 
Balkan Problems 
Lecture Subject 
of Douglas Booth 
Says   Consolidation    of 
Balkan  States   Is 
World   Issue 
l'. Douglas Booth, well know 
writer and lecturer, ipoke in Ha- 
thorn   Hall,   on   Januarj    19,   at    S 
Tufts Debaters 
Meet Bates Team 
At Station WCSH 
Greenleaf and Lemieux 
Uphold Negative 
For Bates 
i HI tnplo) mem insurance as a 
remedy for future depressions was 
i lie siibjec I of i he debate between 
Bates and Tufts which was broad- 
casted from station WCSH Satur- 
daj evening from eighl to eight 
thirty. John Dunk "'2 and Charles 
Bailej ':::: of Tufts upheld th- 
affirmative of the question Resolv- 
i d,   Thai everal   stales     enact 
legislation providing for compul- 
sor)   unemployment   insurance.    The 
i.i-alive was maintained by Harri- 
son Greenleaf '•!- ami Lionel Le- 
mieux   ":." of Bates 
Prof.   Maynard.   coach   of   debating 
at Tutl . was the presiding officer 
of the debate. Although the time 
was particularly limited on this oc- 
casion, the speakers presented their 
arguments   in   a   clear and   effective 
manner. 
This radio debate was sponsored 
as a means of stimulating Interest 
amoi ■ ■ ondarj   school   debat- 
ri.:       same   question     will   be 
used   in   ile    finals  of  t he   Hates   In- 
liolastic       Inhaling    League      in 
I lie   I I'll:   ■      h     was   hoped    thai    111" 
members of the various high school 
would  lake advantage of the 
opportunity   to  hear ibis  debate  on 
i In ir  os II   subji 
Hood Representative   J 
Speaks at First of I 
Vocational Banquets 
Senior Men Enjoy Con- 
tact With Leaders 
In Varied Fields 
4> 
C O   6C 
-    of 
PRICE TEN CENTS 
n 
isarmament Is 
Fopic of Model 
Student Parley 
Men's  Politics  Club to 
Conduct Model Con- 
ference Thursday 
TEN DELEGATIONS 
of - View of Leading 
Nations of World 
IHM-\;I,!«M If mill 
P.    .\i.    mi      l la Ika n    ('oiisol idat ion 
oi    R     K     N    I Ii nld   pn i ided 
al  t In- meet ing, » bleb   ws    held  u 
dor   the   auspice ■     ol    Ibe      Politics 
Clubs  ol ,the  College.     'I he   lecture 
was   well   attended     and   much   ap 
predated as an  important   factor  In 
eaten raging   a      world 
ledge of affairs :i    ;' 
Mr.   Booth   i    well Ii m 
country   as   well   as    Bump* 
aui inn ii y   on   internal ioual 
lie has spent  a  number of 
the     N •   Basl    and   the 
collecting     political   and     econ 
material.     He  is inber  of   i !>■ 
Royal Institute of International 
Affairs in Bngland, to whom he suh- 
iniis lorthnlghtly reports on his 
lii dings, and before whom he del 
ers lectures upon international 
questions. He has rflso spent some 
time in siudy al ihe Acadi my ol 
International   Lav.   at  The   Hague. 
The    ('mm gle     Endowment     for 
International    Peace,   under     whoi 
guidance   nearlj      '""   Internatioaal 
Rolal ions   < "lub i   have   bi en   forme I 
in   as   many     colleges     and   univei 
gities  in  the  Hulled  Slates,     ii   n 
pocsible    for   Mr.    Booth's     visit    to 
Lewiston.     Mtss     Amy     Heminway 
Jones   of   the   Carnegie    Bndowmeii 
is  National   Secretary  of   the   Inter- 
national   Relations Clubs. 
During his present tour Mr 
Booth will discuss international 
relations in more Mian thlrty-Bvn 
educational Institutions in the New 
England states. 
Musical Groups 
Promise Treat 
at Pop Concert 
'a   and      Wo mi : i ;i. 
'    lbs, the Orphl . ' Io- i !arn< ' 
Rei lents  w 11h 
olo   pails   are  all   joining   Hi 
to v       lit a pn        n al I he 
i ■■ , n  .it   If.aiorrow   i .sin   whii"h 
wi'l In   of i ■    I i a ry  up rii. 
The 111  '  iiii;"1  of i h •    vi niug  will 
h I   ii.   II    i.i 11   hour's   pro- 
Orpli       Sociot:      Thl ■ 
i      . I| . .   I N        I I I I 
|||>     fill 
„|      ,: 
' 
Da I. i    'in   :   "N< 
>:     ■■    aic-     thl*   .i'li r- 
fiou i 
Don ■   I   '33    Clif- 
ton    I '■ '.   Charl       I'm ey   '31, 
and Jit mi     Olivi     '35;      rhi 
(if   Kugi S in"     Kel 'Ibj     Thl 
i              to a  Japanese     play.     The 
of tin on ;'s .i   iini'- 
i ai      ,•     fatal ion of i he Majesty of 
i h    Mou II t;i :i  h'ugi San. Then   vmi 
I lie      Line      \   i^i   in.     til -      | I.i n   •        of     t he 
'■'...■' finally ' he A 
: • lie I.IIV    Vision. 
■   11 ■     Club   will   on in 
~\,;,, i dni     ' h    Inli   in: • Ion numbi r - n ttli 
The   lirst    vocational   banquet    wasj 
enjoyed   by  a   large   body  <>r Senior i 
men.   Monday   evening.   Fortiiied   l)J 
the  excellent   dinner  that   was  serv- 
ed   not   even   the  depression     could I 
dampen   the   spirit   of   the   evening.I -p,   .    , 
After every man present, faculty | Members l<» L I'fsellt roillt- 
members and guests included, bad 
risen and introduced himself, Harry 
Rows, as toastmaster. introduced 
Mr. McKinna, guest speaker of the ■ rening, and personnel manager of 
the Hood Rubber Company in Wa- 
lertown,   Connecticut. 
Discusses   r.ii-iness   (Jiiuliliciilions 
Mi McKinna exemplified the big 
business executive tjpe. fipeakinic 
.'■imply and straight from the shoul- 
der he described his organisation, 
how college men were trained in 
it. and ihe qualifications a man 
should have wlien he is seeking a 
pot n ion. 
Following Mr. McKinna's speech 
Prof. MacDonald outlined the place- 
men! service maintained here al 
Bates      both    In   the      business      and 
teaching lines. He stressed the tact 
that this year men should register 
In both lines of activity—for safe- 
ly. 
Then   Prof.   Myrhman.     the     last 
speaker   of   the      even ing.      outlined 
graduate   work,   its   advantages   and j in   government 
the  type of  men   who  should  go  on I roll's   classes   in 
to hi-her training. 
An  enjoyable  feature of the pro-; point 
gram   was  hearty  group  singing  led : 
by    Prof.    Lewis   With   Al   Thorp   '.'. 1 
playing  the  piano accompaniment. 
Mr. Howe Concludes Speaking 
With another of his famous—or 
infamous jokes— Harry Rowe con- 
cluded Ihe speaking, and then lb" 
linn tiled down to the lobby of 
("ha v Hall around the open fire 
where Mr. McKinna.. Prof. Myrh- 
man. Prof. MacDonald, and Charles 
C.   Penney.   Vice   President     of  the 
k now 
in    Iiii. 
a flails. 
vears in 
Balkan 
Junior Girls Stage 
Colorful Snow Ball 
At Chase Hail Friday 
Unid an alliactne aimo [ihcn 
the Junior Snow Ball occured Frl 
day.   January   16,   1932,   In   the   Y. 
Room at Chase Hall. The .Inline 
girls and   the guests   found  a   setting 
appropriate to the eason. Numer 
ous    skiis.   snowshoes,     and   lobog 
gans were arranged in Ihe midsl of 
gnow-covered flr trees. Snow lay 
about the room with drills piled up 
against      the   windows.      ,\   cozy   liic 
which had been laid In one corner 
oi the loom contrasted pleasantly 
with the wintry tone of the decora- 
tions The room, dimly lllumil MI.-.) 
with blue lights, was total)) in 
keeping « i1 b I he scheme "i the 
Snow   Ball. 
The Skaters' Rbnmba, the Snow- 
shoe, the Snowflake Whirl, and 
oi her suggestive    Dames    i bm posed 
the programme Ol dames. ,\| win- 
ter mission   the appearance ol Amy 
Irish and Helen llamlin dressi d in 
colorful skii costumes, and eapabl) 
serving refreshments, added to the 
gaiety of the  party. 
The chaperones wore Mr. and 
Mrs    William   Sawyer,   and    Mr.   and 
Mrs C. Ray Thompson. Much credit 
for the success of the affair should 
be given to the committee which 
was composed of nariiara Stuart, 
chairman. Eleanor Libbey, Dorothy 
O'Hara. RosatoonH Melcher, Rutii 
Beaham, s=c! Ealh Lttt!6fle!d. 
When   lie    i; . '      Woom"     fteicb- 
irdt;       ii rellita"     P         "Trei   " 
I -i ■   I    Syrvi   ler   Carter   will   he 
i   ii   i h     program   wRh   the 
voca     olo   'The Swor I of Perrara 
Bulland, and  the orchi »tra   will ac- 
i)   him.   Edward Small  ':; i   is 
the rylophon ■ sola 'The Two 
(iu iiar"     Hortick 
'i':i      on :erl   will  include in  addl 
i ion : 'vi ral ■   le :l Ions by the Darnel 
Rei i lens,   i he   spi clal   quartel   com 
po 'i ol   Bernard Sprafke '82, How- 
ard  Paige    :L', Thomas Cormley '•'!•'.. 
an I li'..inkiin Wo,, i '33, an accordian 
solo   by   Almu    Thorp   ':; I,  and   Hie 
in    by i he \u vr ■ Ales Club 
Sylvia"    Sneak  : "The Green Crass 
en w    All   Around"    College   Snug. 
Austin '33,      dot < .   "Are  You 
Smiling"?    M irCarthy. 
Th"  music  for   !.      ing  will  be  in 
the abli    harg ■ ol Oil Clappertoa '32. 
SeWon  T. Crafts.  Director of  Music 
H    ■        i the ' power behind  the 
In  all   these activitk      n I 
hi     work   I  hard  to make 'he  i!).".2 
Pop  Concert   one  of  greater thin   or- 
din; ry succi ■ 
VIOLET BLANCHARD 
GiyES TARTY TO 
TELL ENGAGEMENT 
A student disarmament confer- 
ence will be held January 21, at 
2:30 in Chase Hall. This meeting, 
sponsored by the Men's Politics 
club, will be the first model disarm- 
ament conference ever held on the 
Bates campus, and has already 
aroused much interest in the stu- 
deul body and faculty. It Is the 
outgrowth of the wide interest and 
movement In the consideration of 
disarmament In the leading colleges 
of the eastern  part of the country. 
Ten  Student  Delegations 
The problem of disarmament will 
be discussed by student delegations 
representing the ten leading nations 
of the world. Each delegation, head- 
ed by a member of the Men's Poll- 
ties club. f»ill be composed of men 
and womeir of Prof. Gould's classes 
and of Trof. Car- 
economics. These 
I delegates will speak with the Mew 
or ihe countries which they 
represent rather than from person- 
al  opinion. 
Every effort is being made to ob- 
tain the actual atmosphere of a 
conference of this type. The proce- 
dure and method of voting have 
been carefully planned. and will 
contribute to the impression of the 
conference. The keynote speech will 
be given by Randolph Weatherbee 
'112. head of the delegation repre- 
senting Great Britain: after that 
Murphy    Kur   Co.    in   Lewiston      dis-Ithe   discussion     will   be   spontaneous 
and   entirely   extemporaneous. 
Norman MacDonald '32. presid- 
ent of the Men's Politics Club, will 
preside, Lawrence Parker '32 will 
act as secretary, and Frank O'Neill 
'34,   will   be  the  sergeant-at-arms. 
The "Delegates" have been; pre- 
paring tor the conference a month, 
with intensive reading during the 
last two week-. .V preliminary con- 
u i nee i-,.i . '.-I-I'.H hokly attended" by 
all the delegates, at which the pro- 
cedure and possible issues have 
been diseused in preparation for 
tin- actual conference, Jan.  21. 
The committee in charge of the 
plans and many details of the con- 
ference is Norman MacDonald '32, 
chairman. George Burke '32, Ber- 
tram Antine '33, and Klmer Mit- 
chell   '38. 
The disarmament, conference, an 
expression of student interest in 
I he problem, is expected to attract 
a largo number of students, faculty 
and  visitors. 
Carter's Solos Feature 
Y. W. Meeting in Rand 
One of the most entertaining 
meeUngs of the Y. W. C. A. held this 
year took place in Rand Reception 
room, last Wednesday evening, fea- 
turing soles by Sylvester Carter. 
Muriel BUaa read from the Scrip- 
ture* and led  Ihe prayer after which 
lie meeting was given over wholly 
to  the  enjoyment  of music. 
The program opened with a piano 
duct by Muriel fiower and 'Muriel 
MacLeod. Sylvester Carter then sang ■lean" and "Song of Love." He w*s 
followed by Madeline Mcl.lroy with 
a   piano solo.     A   lighter touch en- 
erc.l   when   Lucienne  P»lanchard  of- 
ciisse.i their Holds informally With 
i heir groups who were interested. 
Mr. Penney went with the United 
i'i mi i II. immediately at ter his 
graduation     al    the   University     of 
Maine   so   hn   is   very    well   qualified 
to advise nun who are thinking 
about  thai   line of work 
Thi entire evening was BO profit- 
able that the men are looking for- 
w.n,i win, auiiuinaUun '" the next 
banquet  after   midyears  are  over. 
Decision Goes To 
Bates In Women's 
Debate With Maine 
A unanimous decision was award 
ed   Ih      Hate-    women   in   the  annual 
Bates-Malne debate held In the Lit- 
tle Theater. Momlay evening, .l.inua- 
rj I sili Bdlth Lerrigo '32 and Bva 
Sonstroem '33 of Bates, uphold the 
affirmative of the proposition "Re- 
solved, That Congress should enact 
leg! latlon providing ror the centra- 
lized control of industry." The ne- 
gative was maintained by Ruth Wa- 
b'lila "I I and Kva BlsbeC '31 of 
Maine. 
Tie    argument   hinged      upon      the 
tea ability  of  changing   the   economic 
in I1 : ol the United States to pro- 
vide for a greater amount of centra- 
lized combination than is permitted 
by the present anti-trust laws. Va- 
rious plans of bettering the econo- 
•ni■■■ condition of the country by sta- 
bilization were proposed by die af- 
firmative. 
.\iis. Fred Mabee was the chair- 
man of the debate. The judges were feted "Love and"~?oV'. Two negro 
Piof. Newa 1 C Maynard or TuH.s. j spirituals. 'Than Old Religion Is 
I iof Alb'i. \ .ramson of Bowdoin.! Good Knough for BM" and "Swing 
and Judge Herbert Foster. The de- . Low", rendered by the well-known 
u3'" »'«« manaKcd by Helen B. I baritone singer concluded the entcr- 
Hamlin   33. i tain ment. 
\ iolel i:ium hud '3i announced 
her engagement to Kaspar O. Myr- 
9 ai a i a given in her room 
al Hacker Houso, Tuesday afternoon, 
January 11. After a few games had 
been   pi aye I,  a     large     hear!     we - 
lUghl   in.   'II  »hi'h   v a     al    I' bed   a ■ii ring ii arinc a smaller p< srl for 
each girl present. Short reuses • 
found to be attached to them aM 
except the one for Miss Hlanchard. 
but on the end ol hers there was a 
diamond ring. She was the recipient 
oi many congratulations. Lucille 
f-'oulger   '32    poured      and       refresh- 
menl i  were    i rved 
\l I'liiiichi'.ril i-' a popular in;m- 
ber of the senior class, she is a 
member of Der Deutsche Veretn, 
and Politics 01uJ>, and she is chair- 
man of the social service committee 
of the V.vv.c..\. she has ajso played 
on the class teams in several sports. 
Mr. Myrvaagnee, a graduate of Bow- 
doin College and a former student 
al Cornell, Is at present an instruc- 
tor of German and Norwegian a* 
Columbia University. No definite dale 
baa been set for the wedding. 
Those present at the tea were Mrs. 
Cieil C, Maine. Mrs. Arthur N. Leo- 
nard. Grace cage, e^arion Smith, 
ic i. ii FOBS, Mildred Vinlng. Gladjv 
Goddard, Muriel Bliss, Norma Hines. 
Eiith  Lerrigo    ■-?.! h-i::V.i Tau!;i: 
An Old New Year Resolution 
When Professor Harms led the chapel exercises one day last 
week he brought to attention a very significant New Year wish of 
the -real German Poet. Wolfgang Von Goethe. The wish was ex- 
pressed over a hundred years ago but is still worth reiteration, and 
it 18 for tins reason Ihal it is printed again: 
"Health enough to make work a pleasure. 
Wealth enough to support your needs 
Strength enough to battle with difficulties and overcome them. 
Grace enough to confess your si„s and forsake them. 
Patience enough to toil until some good is accomplished. 
Chanty enough to see some good in your neighbor 
Love enough to move you to be useful and helpful to others. 
I'ailh enough to make real the things of God 
Hope enough to remove aUanxious fears concerning the future." 
Women's Glee Club 
Women's Glee Club met Friday. 
January 15 and practised "Trees" 
by Joyce Kilmer. "Estrellita" by 
Cecil Cowdrey, and "When Roses 
Bloom" by Ixioise Reichardt, songs 
which they will sing at the Pop 
Concert. 
 -. :o:^ —_ 
Freshmen Party 
A group of Freshmen women 
held a party at Thorncrag last Fri- 
day evening. After a picnic supper 
had been served the evening was 
spent  In  playing  games. 
The chaperones were Mrs. Mabee. 
i-i XT. ind Mtt. Horsy. 
Alethea 
Alethea held a meeting on Tues- 
day, January 12. Dorothy Wills In 
her usual charming manner read 
"Rosamond"   by   Barrie. 
:o-. , 
Der Deutsche Verein 
The meeting of Der Deutsche 
Verein which took place last week 
was given over to consideration of a 
proposed revision of the present 
constitution  of the club. 
After the meeting of the Verein 
was adjourned the honorary society. 
Delta Phi Alpha, was called for 
its first meeting, Blden Dustin. President, presicUsg. 
/ 
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dents who do not have the chance to study a subject they desire. I <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
but  who have studied an allied subject. Through the consolidation , X 
of clubs, lie would be given access to the culture    from which    he  • 
would otherwise be excluded. 
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The above reasons by no means exhaust the arguments in sup- 
port or in opposition to the consolidation of clubs, but they shall be 
supplemented in forthcoming issues by further material. We hope 
that others interested in this subject will be so kind to write as the 
president of SodalitaS Latiaa lias done this week. 
Next Year's Freshmen 
Daring the Christmas reoess each man student of the college 
was sent a letter by the presidents of .Student Council and Varsity 
Club, asking that each "spend a little time during this last part of 
your vacation to brine- the idea of coming to Bates before any suit- 
able men of your acquaintance in your home town, and to send the 
college administration their names."' 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
To the  Editor of the Student— 
Sir. 
When I came to Bates I was im- 
pressed, aB all Freshmen are. by 
the honor system; 1 was impressed 
by the fact that Bates women were 
of the caliber who could maintain 
such a system, and I was proud to 
become one of them and live in a 
girls' dormitory in accordance with 
such principles. Since that time I 
have witnessed the gradual evolu- 
tion in the attitudes and behavior 
of the majority of Bates women as 
they go  through college. 
This     "evolution"     begins     with 
it 
ERCOLLE&IATE OK 
The greatest advertising factor of any college is its ondergra-1conscientious Freshmen win 
dual.' body in a collective or individual sense. True, the alumni have; serve cm 
been responsible for sending many students to Mates, but the alumni 
cannot carry on the work of recruiting alone. Since members of the 
undergraduate body come into contact with far more men of college 
a^e than do the alumni who are not teachers, it is the undergraduate 
body itseJf which can be a vital factor in bringing to Bates good 
students and athletes. 
Subscription,  *3M>  pel   jreai   in advance. Stack OopiM,  Ten Cent*. 
Written .-.-olio- of change oi addreia should be ■" the hands ot the Business ataaager 
oue week before the iaeae In which I he chnet- is to occur. 
The  Editor  is reeponnible   for   the  editorial   column   and   the   neutral   policy   oi   the 
paper,   and  the   Managing   Kililoi   of   all   the   articles   in   the   -Sews   Column .. 
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The Matter of Clubs 
A letter in our open I'diiim column this week from the president 
ol Sodaliias Laatina is the direel stimulus tor ibis discussion on the 
matter of consoliilaliii" the  seveiileen  clubs  involved   into  six   mol 
inclusive groups, otherwise action by The Studenl  would have I n 
deferred until after Mill-year examinations. 
We would say at the outsel that the arguments ■' fo !' in 
opposition to consolidating, by the president of Sodalita !..-.'..i.. 
strong; provocative, and to some degree incontrovertible, and we do 
not doubt thai they will be voiced by many of the other etub admin- 
istrations involved in this discussion. Naturally, The Student re- 
grets that the initial objection to consolidating the clubs is evident!; 
so definite, but hopes that no opposition by any club will deter tbad 
club participating in a Congress of Club Administrations to be called 
sometime alter Mid-years, at which time the value or vice-versa of 
consolidating may be discussed freely by delegates from the club. 
themselves. 
The Studenl is anxious to have il known that it enters into this 
discussion witb.no idea of dictatorship, but only because is stands hi 
a central position to sponsor the Congress. We would also call thtj 
attention of each club officer to-the statements made by officers ol 
last year's clujfc and printed ifi The Ntudeni of.'May 20. 1931, in coflp 
neetioii with fnis matter. 
Tie   tlefnl'il   of   coij.-.yliilttl i'/li,   ri'Uyliiluoli.ioil   by    Tile   Student    i I 
admittedly extreme. a&lliim|ii$|pj n}\\\ i'oll«\\-ijig yi-iuipim--: 
1.; Aietheu, Spofford, Deutschcr Verein, and La Petite Acade 
mie toibe consolidated into a Modern Literature Club. 
2.i Lawrence Chemical, Ramsdell Scientific, and Jordan Scien 
tific to] be consolidated into a-Science Club. . 
3.1 Lambda Alpha, and Cosmos Club to-be consolidated into 
departments of, the Christian Associations. 
4.i Orphic Society to be combined with MacFarlane Club. 
5. Men's and Women's Politics Clubs to be combined into a 
Humanities Club, with constitution renovated to include student: 
in Economics, Sociology, Psychology, and Philosophy. 
6. Phil-Hellenic Club to consolidate with Sodalitas Latina into 
a Classical Literature Club. 
The student would also favor the grouping of these six subordi- 
nate clubs into.a single I'nion, whose directing body shall be the 
president of each of the six clubs, and which shall decide on all 
matters of meetings, joint programs, or finances which may arise 
among the constituent groups. 
The opposition to the present status of clubs is based upon tin- 
fact that nrmany cases student energy is dissipated over a largi 
number of interest, ami clubs, instead of concentrated to greater 
effect in a single, though less specialized (ie!d. Then too. the calendar 
of club dales and meetings is strained to the breaking point, with 
an occasional conflict. When a popular student is offered member- 
ship in many clubs he is apt to accept because il places him in the 
■idemie aristocracy; ii  is an  honor to list activities in the year 
• and his energies bee > so widely and thinly distributed thai 
nothing better for his having belonged. The present club:-. 
on strictly to their exclusiveness,    and instead    of at- 
'•■ "e  service to  the  many,  they  are  patterned  in  COnsti- 
tutn*. -vice in the few who nee,I ii  least. Their influence 
1
 not a. when  in ;t  democratic  institution  they lend  to 
This is all in assumption that most of the men in tin 
body are favorably disposed to recommend their Alma Mater to 
others. Of course, there are some who for one reason or another, 
could not justly recommend Bates, and this plea is not addressed to 
them. But for all those who are interested in the future of the col- 
lege, and who feel that others may be benefited as they themselves 
have benefited, it may be worthwhile to think about following up 
Ihc request mailed them < 
many have already complied with the request, bill  it  will do no harm 
for them to make a second recoi endation. For some, perhaps, the 
letter from Student Council and Varsity Club came too late, or in 
• ■ mids! of a busy season thai would nol permit them to fulfill its 
wish. From now. until the end of the year, however, they may do 
by letter what they were nol able to do in person. It may be well 
for all students to be thinking of those whom they will recommend 
Bates during the Easier recess. 
their Freshmen 
rules. After a few weeks of dormi- 
lory life they discover that nothing 
happens if they do not put out. the 
light at ten o'clock and break train- 
ing rules. More than that, they dis- 
cover that upperclassmen, their 
models, have a tendency toward a 
rather haphazard conformance to 
student training and dormitory rules—a 
course so easy thai many girls be- 
gin, siiliconsciously. perhaps, to 
follow H. 
In the housemceiings, in the 
women's dormitories, recently, 
members of the Student Govern- 
ment hoard tailed attention to "lie 
growing   disregard     and     contempt 
And    if   I hey    will    remember 
■xible.  rested  mind  next  morning 
uring  the  Christmas  recess.   Undoubtedly,Ifor   Student   Government     rules   be- 
Icoming evident among the Bates 
' women". This was brought to the 
'< girls' attention so that they would 
j "do something about it." Such ap- 
peals and requests have been made 
before. 
Is it not possible that. 1he Stu- 
dent Government itself could "do 
something about it"? The causes of 
this growing disregard for rules 
may be simpler than is believed— 
they may originate "at home" (In 
the dormitories) in the first atti 
mdes adopted and biter gradually 
changed during the first weeks of 
the   women's   college   life. 
For example. one of the first 
rules encountered by the Freshmen 
and contributing to their attitudes 
is the one that concerns quietness 
after 10 o'clock. This rule is not 
enforced by proctors, and is to- 
tally disregarded by the majority 
of girls. The small number who 
observe this rule because of honor 
in keeping training or because of 
health is such a minority that they 
are Bndlng their attempts to keep 
I heir personal "honor system" en- 
tirely impossible. Men who live in 
Hates  dormitories     which   have     no 
Courage 
Xoxi week will be baptismal fire for some; for others it will be 
ii repetition of a week of black coffee and long hours: for still others 
it will be a week of liberation and play in leisure hours. If there 
might be a single word of wisdom we could impart to the Freshmen 
i would In' that "cramming" is not worth its black coffee and long 
hours. Of course, a temperate review is necessary, but if the work has 
not been faithfully done day by day during the semester, "cram- 
ming" can be bur a frail life-preserver and tor those who have failed 
to do their daily work, they might as well be reconciled to the 
i Nominations, do their best, and not make it a seven-nights bete noi- 
re. 
a   good    night's   sleep   with   a 
.  is worth   more  than   the  little 
Hpies.  In (heir specialization    they naturally 
wore or less narrow program, and with tli     l-j 
•iali/ation. although The Student docs uol Q 
"Mini argument.    The    faculty argument Jo 
'uhsatjis they    at   present     exist  is thai   X 
tion, bul  we do not agree with  this fi 
however,    thai  beeaiis,.    of theii-.S 
isy college campus, this variety A 
k    they    might    do, and  I In 
light give. 
produce en 
tend to have 
comes all thee 
wish to make Un- 
usually directed  age, 
they serve as centers , 
criticism wholly.    We Q 
variety and complex it) on 
and complexity    does hinder 
Optimum pleasure and benefit 
We (realize fully the obstacle 
the reluctance to break tradition—»» 
marked with the coming and going <'' 
be the ralnotahce of many clubs to give • 
i/ations titled-after some living    or dead 
faculty. There will be the valid    opposition 
apparently,  but  uot  actually,  are divergent   in, 
But the Student pleads for an  intellectual and 
sideration of the matter, with the purpose of not 
administrative efficiency, as of making the clubs 
er service tc* ii greater number, greater pleasure. 
program. 
This the clubs could do under the system of cr. 
berships would be merged and at the same time 
ments would be changed to give membership to thi 
eluded.  Because of increased    memberships,  club 
Swelled, enabling greater scope of activity. Xot oi 
Student would favor setting aside Saturday rughl C 
for the Union of Clubs which would use funds so 
speakers  tQ  the  campus,     or  otherwise sponsor  aeti 
more, the interests of the clubs will be broadened; 
give will be more varied and will give a general   wc 
instead of a specialized, narrow viewpoint. Thus, st 
will occasionally hear a presentation of topics Greek, 
and by this inter-relation of literatures, each group 
see the connection of its special study with a study s. 
and which is now so far separated. The clubs    in cor 
answer their purposes of broadc' -'Vta^antl of sharing, t 
a minor uiisruatiQualism and af 'antages. There 
. , . I'^ fd   uuiiuuiii u "nun   nu.c     'iu
Knowledge mat might be gained in the final moments oi study, they|quiet rules have said when  passing 
.ill   fare  belter. _ for SOjpje -of the. questions     will  be  comprehensive. 
and Hased on reason, for which calmness and energy are necessary. 
The Buffalo Convention 
"we write this suggestion' to those students who went to the 
Ruffauo Convention in all kindness, and ill all respfrci for their sin- 
eerily, religious conviction, and wish to impart that conviction to 
oilier* who did not go. The suggestion is that they reconsider the 
l lannjer of presenting whal they saw. learned, and felt, for if they 
irritate in matters of religion, those whom they wish to convert or 
impress will be driven away. Il has taken many hours of argument 
i ml discussion for those who initially were anloganized by repre- 
sentatives of the Oxford Movement to become persuaded that those 
representatives carried a message of worth beneath their attitude 
of long-suliering. emotionalism, heroics, and mawkish self-denun- 
ciation and confession. 
h is this very danger of which we would warn those who went 
to Buffalo. If they tell as what they saw in effusive terms, iii over- 
personal statements, with an emotionalism thai has been proven dis- 
tasteful 10 an intelligent studenl body, the good they wish to do will 
be lost. If they pre-suppose that Uiey were chosen of God to receive 
His inspiration, and that those to whom they speak arc not capable, 
i r else are nol chosen to receive thai message, then thev are setting 
themselves apart in religious aristocracy, and thereby harm their 
cause. For there are many in the Hales student (body who have had 
p, though quiet, religions experience, and who see the teaching 
if Chrisi although they do no! speak about it. 
women's dormitories after ten 
o'clock, "Is it like that all the 
time? How do you sleep through 
the noise?" 
Several Freshmen ; have said to 
me. this year and last ,year. "I was 
sorry when 1 found that the ten 
o'clock, rulei is not enforced. I 
can't actually keep the graining 
rule for sleep, because nobody else 
does, and now I don't even try". 
It is certainly not an> exaggera- 
tion that ore attitude of this sort 
leads to a mire and more slipshod 
"training", and may be traced even 
further in the daily campus life of 
many co-eds—in Infirmary records 
as  well  as  in-riije  breaking. 
The honor system is admirable— 
hut are the results? Enforce your 
rules. Student Government, and 
they will  be regarded. 
Respectfully, 
II.INOK WILLIAMS •«.{. 
.:> sri 
-. 
What's the collegiate w*r4d talk- 
ing  about?  One  guess—midjyears. 
It is rumored that -..Mahatma 
Gandhi is to be invited"' as the 
guest speaker at B. I .'s 'graduation 
exercises. Already the tBostonians 
are wondering what his- formal 
dress suit will look like.- I 
o 
The Ottawa Campus believes thai 
cigarettes do people someu.good for 
withoui them how would ad- 
vert ising managers on college pa- 
pers   finance   their   publication? 
■ 
During the fool ball Reason, a 
team from Sing Sing-on-the-Hudson 
lost. 13 to 7 to a team eqenposed of 
policemen. Maybe these Sing Silit,' 
eds could do better on ;i cross coun- 
try   squad! 
Neither must the message to the .student body be given with 
any show of heroics, with any avowal of martyrdom, long-suffering, 
and willingness to bear the laughter of the iininitialed. And we 
would further bear in mind that a psychological experience becomes 
n mpered with time, and to be slightly critical of it, for it is not ac- 
cessary to go to Buffalo to find religion, or it should not be necessa- 
ry. Right her.  the streets   of Lewiston,    in the    surroundings   of 
the campus,  is as much the life of God as in any number of pi 
sonalities who might congregate in Rnlfalo. 
r- 
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e history of Mates i.-- 
bs.     There  will  also 
"s of their organ- 
"   'sou    of the 
rgiug  what 
functions. 
tional  con- 
1 achieving 
give great- 
increased 
ion. .Meiu- 
u require- 
iously ex- 
would   be 
but The 
II dance 
to bring 
Further- 
ore they 
• pective. 
)f Lai in 
e versa. 
able to 
" allied. 
n    will 
toward 
ne stu- 
vided   him   by  the  government.  Gar- 
ner   may  have  the  right   spirit,   hut 
after  all   we     must  look     lor   more 
far-reaching curtailments  than  that. 
Why   not   the     consolidation   of  go- 
vernmental   departments   that   Pres- 
ident   Hoover     suggests?     But    the 
only trouble with that idea is that 
there  are   too   many  "minute   men" 
Congress   to   pass  any   such   bill, 
judge'these   hills     by   their 
! momentary   effect,   not   by   the   ulti- 
mate  benefit  to  the  whole  country. 
Congress   approves    the   new   $2,-! f "(1 1,heil' Judgments are  highly  co- 
000.000,000    Reconstruction    IPund. j loJeH by their own momentary inter- 
and   Andrew   Mellon.     Secretary   of; fsls-   Perhaps,   however,   it   will   not 
Treasury* in   the  same   week   states     f to,° m,,en  t0  "ope that  they  will 
The 
X KXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXx   They 
By   NORMAN   MacIMINAIJ) 
attack that there must be drastic econo-'a" ,K ,he Problem of 
mies and higher taxes. Someone is j Kovei"nmental expenses. 
going to lie hard hit by these facts, 
both of which sound the warning 
of a further drain on the taxpayer's 
poeketbook. The public seems to 
read such news with the greatest 
equanimity.     A   majority     does  not 
reducing 
To the Editor of the  Student: 
Sir: 
The Student has at various time* 
suggested combination of the clnbe 
of the college or some other mean" 
of reform of the present system of 
specialized clubs. By a combination 
of clubs I suppose is meant the 
grouping into one organization ot 
such clubs as the men's and wo- 
men's politics CluDS, another group 
Ing perhaps of the three scientific 
clubs and a third of the language 
clubs. I am not qualified to disen-s 
the first two groups but would like- 
to see the opinions of competent 
members published in the eStudent. 
As far as the language clubs are 
concerned, my opinion is that n 
would be impracticable to combine 
them. The two clubs which would 
seem to be most closely related be- 
cause of their classical background, 
Sodalitas Latina and the Phil-Hel- 
lenic Clubs, are actually not at all 
similar In purpose since the Phil- 
Hellenic Club maintains active con- 
tact with the local Greek colony, 
which would not be likely to in- 
terest students of Latin. On the 
other hand, Sodalitas Latina has 
for its purpose suggestions for 
prospective teachers in forming 
and conducting similar clubs in 
high schools and in improving the 
teaching of Latin. Members of the 
I'hil-Hellenic club do not general- 
ly expect to teach Greek, which is 
a rare subject in the high school, 
thus the programs of the two clubs 
differ widely. 
Der Deutscher Verein would lose 
all its value if its identity were 
lost in a union of a number of 
clubs. Members of the club, I be- 
lieve, feel that it actually has a 
definite atmosphere of German Life 
which it can only maintain as a 
society separate from the other 
free'language  clubs.     It   is   very     likely 
As a part of the revolutionary 
gytem, planned by President May- 
nard Hutching of Chlcagfcn Univer- 
sity, 720 members of the jelass of 
1935 will go to classes oul.v when 
they leel like it. They are,, to read 
the books which interest,.them and 
consult their professors ^wJieu they 
please. Then they will- be. college 
trained   revolutionists?      u, 
B. V. was the first InMJgation in 
A rica to give a Ph. U.. to a wo- 
man. ,;-   .. - 
"How to be a Perfect),x\Vife" is 
the title of a course to be .presented 
in a Northwestern college.,.Is "How 
to be a Perfect Husban/1 ' to be 
given also? . t^ 
Evidently    some    members   of    the 
Farmington Normal School' faculty 
were tested on their ranking me- 
thods according to the following 
article. "By a strange cutpcidence, 
three people passed in" reborts on 
the same book. One received a B, 
another an A, and anoflier a C— 
all on the same identical, report." 
.May we inquire what ''fire.'strange 
coincidence" was? 
In an effort to get the president 
of the  University of Wyoming    to 
apologize for a statement made 
about youths and co-eds, of the col- 
lege, the students of this institu- 
tion have gone on sfnke. The 
strikers planned to picket The camp- 
us and appeal to the trustees. Dr. 
A. (I. Crane, the presirter.t, said 
he found that the couples' parked 
near the scene of the 'university 
dance "were petting and drinking." 
■ i i        * 
The question or the eligibility of 
women to Phi Beta Kappa' first 
came up at Northwestern^ Univer- 
sity. "' 
I     I : 
The followiric lines nrfi'ijhst a re- 
minder of what is to come. The mid-; 
term marks at the I'nivcrsity of 
North Carolina show tlio» one thou- 
sand of the. students either failed 
or barely received a parsing mark 
In   their studies. .-.. \ . . 
•   '   11. .!   r 
•The healdliues of mast .coHese 
papers lately have given'ithe results 
of the Disarmament Ballot, similiar 
to the one voted on here.. Such a 
vote has been forbiddim at the 
Upiverslty of Maine by ,«Jie Admi- 
nistration. .(, 
R 
Pepys 
Through 
The key- 
Hole^ 
»
vi 
Word 
-iyea has been receiv 'd that 
Roger D. Barton Ex '32, tyho is now 
in the Harvard Dental "£ch6ol was 
iii i ntly elected treasurer of the 
freshman class in that school. Mr. 
Barton's friends here at^',Bates are 
pleased to congratulate him at 
having received the honor. 
The Hitlerites in Germany are 
constantly growing in power Their 
Party is strongly nationalistic, 
iney  want     a   new  Germany. 
-r treaty'obligates.   iL^S^\tS&^  "  trU6  °'  ^  ^ 
nu- 
or- 
dent 
who is a member of several can not 
give adequate attention to any one 
club. It seems to me this does not 
pertain to an organization such as 
Der   Deutscher   Verein      where   the 
no. thin  air      no  tall  slik  hats:     » ; «-ou..iry   win    be   more   strongly   on- 
will   come     from   slim   savings   and , posed to reparations than ever when 
worn   pocketbooks.   should   the  pro-1 the world  economic conference con- 
posed   luxury   taxes   be   passed,   the j venes  in 
middle class  will the   near  future.     If  the  ^ be hit  hard again.   Hitlerites  finally  gain   control      iho!apiiv„ 
e during the World   shock   In   internatTonV circus   wmlot   its  members       "      ^   ^   "* 
be great.     International War,   only   this   time  it   will   be  the 
savings   of   the   "world"   for   demo- 
political  atmosphere  in   Europe.    It Our   representatives   want   us   to 
economize?     We   ought   to   have   a   is  to  be  hoped" that  once 7n"p~owe*r 
requiring  them   to  eco-jthe   National   Socialists   in   Germany 
will,   under   the  responsibilities     of 
is  shown     by   the 
debts  and I large     number     who     attend     each 
riuIS   T Pr°»a»ly     be   repu- meeting and     by the fact  that     the 
diated     on   a   grand     scale,   and     a'club   is   discussing     increasing     its 
!:°,T.,i,..e.xp.1?£,ld_i.n  the already tense | membership   to     accomodate     more 
nomize! Government is getting al- 
together too expensive. The Speak- 
er of the House. Mr. Garner of 
Tcjjas, set an example for all go- 
vernment officials by doing without 
the  private  car  and   chauffeur  pro- 
carrying on the government, see 
things in a different light, as has 
so often been the case in the pa3t 
history of the world with those 
newly  vesjed  with  power. 
students. 
In Sodalitas Latina, which is one 
of the smallest clubs on campus, 
the attendance is one hundred per 
cent at nearly every meeting, prov- 
ing that there is almost no conflict 
between  this club and others. 
There are many more societies 
on  campus  than     any  one     student 
can join, just as there are many 
more subjects in the courses of in- 
struction at Bates than any one 
student can carry. A student is ex- 
pected to choose from among these 
subjects, omitting many for which 
he has no time even though he may 
be interested. If a student', offered 
membership in a large'number of 
clubs, should join only','thbse so- 
cieties for which he haV adequate 
time, and inclination, t(f$ problem 
would he solved, for ttfose clubs 
winch were not worthwhile would 
die a natural death due'to lack of 
membership. 
Respectfully, b/1'- 
GEKTUI'DK 'MEHI.   •:$» 
President  of  Sodarftfis   Latina 
To the Editor of the Student: 
Sir: 
Student demonstrations*"' in Ber- 
lin... Madrid... Shanghai... The 
youth movements of a score of 
countries are asserting anf Interest 
in> the conduct of affairs.jjy |0 time 
has there been a greater need for a 
vigorous leadership which will 
challenge the otd order. In every 
other country but Amerjea the re- 
volutionary youth give til1 hopes for 
a   new  social   order. 
Any American student movement 
faces difficulties from which our 
foreign compatriots are" fre'e. Our 
campuses are separated from the 
community and students enter as 
into monastic hidings places for 
four years. The main currents of 
life are but feeble tributaries when 
they reach the American college— 
the intellectual haven Qf-*abbitry 
The class room form oj^tiucatioa 
with required attendanceatlows no 
time for the use of any freedom we 
might have. By control over our 
educational system a moneyed clas-. 
has sapped  it of vitality 
Beginnings have made in nite ,,f 
opposing   forces     and   the   opportu 
"ity is ready at hand for those w 
ing to  face our age and  master 
Beginnings   are  the   most   i™™. .     . 
and difficult part of ™n? tS°-K 
us  build and grow." Let 
Oil    our   Campus      a    ernim   «f      . 
dents strives to make i'lES aVitai 
force In educating toward, a new- 
social order The partition of 
everyone smcerely intaHsted i„ 
attacking the problems of social 
and economic justice in the light of 
intelligence is invited. 
Respectfully, 
DONALD  M.  SSriTH   'S8 
We now proceed with this obitu- 
ary . . .So-called for the inane reason 
that most of you darling readers 
lieli-ave it is quite dead. . -We do to, 
?><•• blame \al...We call it mad- 
,,e!U—but the profs call it mid-years 
'..The recent hockey game With 
Colby was a honey... Too bad the 
ice was In so much of a liquid state 
(not Massachusetts),.. Ben's way 
of playing seems to prove a deep 
interest in playing tenpins. . . We 
laugh at these even tho' some of you 
do. . -Tea dance week before last wfcfl 
v, ry successful. - -So they tell me. . . 
So many Cigolos. . . But what a se- 
vere    toling    some    of    these    Gigolos 
took ;it the Royal and Beacon after- 
ward... You eee,    the    woman    only 
pays   when   she   in  sure   to   profit   bv 
it... Brii.! emphatically'   claims   that 
Jack Rugg was not the first to enatch 
at   the  sandwiches. . .If   Chase   had 
been a deserl   island, all those who 
were_ present    could    have   isarvived 
on  the sand   which  la  there...Com- 
prenez-votis? . . .Be   original  men. . . 
Don't wear suspenders  or a  belt... 
Your originality  will soon  be noticed 
...Oh.  my  yet>...   Violet Blanchard 
ins to be almost on the verge of 
doing a "Mendelsohn" down the aisle 
. . . Whal   color are  Violets?????. . . 
I'm  hurt. Coa.h.  but I need the mo- 
ney...   Dick   Secor,   alias   Seckor,  a 
proficient   master   of   the   dance. . . 
Fran  S.  disclaims any  riOWs on  kis- 
sing. . .Fran C claims she keeps her 
eyes closed'. . .Whose did she mean? 
...Subject   for   a   theuls...Why  do 
the  pashes close  their eyes—if  it  is 
true that they do?. . .A columnist in 
N.   Y.   claims  that   a  cocktail   is  the 
strangest   thing he ever heard of. . . 
You put in Whiskey to make it strong 
.'.Water   to   make   it   weak...   t;in 
io   make   it   hot...Ice   to   make   it 
cold. . .(Lemon   to   make   it  sour... 
Sugar to make it sweet. . .  You say. 
"Here's to yon". . .And drink it your- 
self..."!   will   now   illustrate i what 
I  have  in   mind",  said   the Prof,  ari 
he  proceeded  to  erase the board... . 
Ho   who • laughs   is   trying  'to   think 
of n dirty meaning. ..   Saw almost a 
dozen ambitious trash trying to clear 
the" rink. . .Just  goes  to   prove  they 
are  not   meanies. .. Staik  Jackson   is   . 
'all  broken  up. .   His third  lesson on 
the trumpet  was lost in  the mail, so 
he iis unable to  play the fourth  lino 
of the    Alma    Mainrmy. . .,Pa    Gould 
rails'to '.\nderstand how a Tea Panes 
could   so   wear   down   a   man   as -to 
cswseihim to misstsooh an interesting 
hour of puus and stories... . What a 
job. . . Deniarerit  fe  now  toying with 
a   sax. . .Thank   Gawd   he's   not  se- 
rious...The   meanoit   man   I   know 
Bent     cards     recently     saying,     "A 
Christmas  and   a   New   Year"... Re- 
member, things aren't as bad as they 
will   be. ..Good   old    Baxter   claims 
that   all   Bates   students   are   either 
Socialists, their fathers are wealthy 
...No,    in-   isn't    drunk,   he   always 
likes   to   nap  on   the  running   board 
of   bis   car   at   3   A.M.   with   his 'tux 
on. . .Chase  Hall  takes  the place  of 
a   Turkish   Bawth  of  a  Sat.-.Fro'sh 
Lynch  claims .they  work  one   up to 
an   ice   cream   appetite.. .Sign   in  a 
Scotch  <afe:t!se  less sugar and  stir 
like  Hell  -we  don'!   mind  the noiso 
...Don't   he  so   pleawed   about   eva- 
ding  notice  Millicent. . .We are  just 
saving  it all   up  until   w.e  print  tho 
column   everyone   is   waiting  for 
The   one   which   bares  all   the   facts 
.fuel    about    you . . .'HaiCha . . ./Here's 
out for Boners on  Exams:  Bede wan 
a  cburchmamn  of  the ear.lv  English 
period who went into a nunnery and 
"   '"""  't'e  father  of  Knglish 'Liter- 
ature    ...Senior   Formal   coming   a- 
long  Feb.  the Twentieth. . .And  duo 
to the fact  that  somt, people believe. 
there is a dapMumtea, . .The extortion 
:.; only   2.50  per... Pop     Concert   is 
creating a lo: of noise about Campus 
a.so.or  ionise  you  all   know  the 
dirty sheet  sung:   I  wouldn't  chanae 
you   for   the   world... And   our   ob- 
servations  convince  us that the "irl 
with the l.a-! principle always draws 
the greatest Interest. . .Stan'Redmon 
M   my  newest   Radio   Love.      4   n«. ove.. .A Hot 
Cha Cha band  from Connie's tan 
As I  returned to Campus I was con- 
fronted   by   three   gats...Tliev   had 
e,Th';aibf..ll..r1',"m  iUy  l,il,-v Sttene . . . he big gat went off—BOOM 
The middle sized gat went ott-Bani 
-BI~NC *JiS! ,,mi* sat **«* °« 
think?/'' ''9uite aenstWe don't you 
>k?>...D,ek Stetson had a diffi- 
cult _t mi e attempting to cash a check 
nolMavBr,lnswick (Boston} over the 
haliT'," Betty is supposed to 
nav     had   a   joyous   recess   also... 
fu   ;umy dear reader,  what does  all ♦ i . . prove?- • -Nothing, except 
,D ..a towpl* are not .turkish. . . (Kather a shaky answer, eh  what?) 
• • . And I don't refer to the harem . . 
Au  revoir. . .Pleasant dreams  
l.'ii'elc  Sam  Popy* 
Phil-Hellenic 
The Phil-Hellenic Club held a 
meeting Wednesday, January Li. 
Mr. Bertocci. who was a student of 
Greek while at college, gave a talk 
on "Greek Influence on the French 
Drama". He showed how the 
French with Ra'cine as their great 
classical tragic writer refined the 
Greke tragedy, made use of its 
principles of time. place, and ac- 
tion, and worked into it ideas and 
ideals  individually  French. 
As this was a subject matter 
dealing with French writing as 
well as Greek, La Petite Academic 
and Phi Sigma Iota were invited to 
attend. 
9* 
\ptes Writer Urges Frank 
Education To Cure Sex Evils 
THE BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1932 PAGE   TffRFP 
,v<lii<"''s *ote: ™" is the second 
, concluding    installment    of the 
"ii-le which appeared in the Sep- 
I"11"       IS,    1981    issAe of    "The 
5*i«,ian Leader" entitled "The Man 
nod >l"d*'" and wriWen by Prof. 
^rles E. Packard, an alumnus of 
' „* who is now in the department 
j hlol»K.v hi New Hampshire Uni- 
,.,«»>• We ai-e glad to present this 
' minded, frank attitude con 
JJniiKt « much abused subject and 
ype i hut more material from the 
JJ „f prof. Packard may appear in 
~. columns of 
» 
I ih» in  lime.) 
the  Student     from 
Th- evolution    of physical    form 
| .;.„.:.:,!ed     finally,   as     far  as  the 
an> 
|     i,  it Is that so few,    relatively, 
|0( th« human race know anything 
jllhf    tltails of their    own    bodily 
|<ructure. But we not only have had 
,n evolving of physical form, the 
E;U,I .ia* developed along with the 
Icomi!* into flower of reason, logical 
•jink !iK, conscience. Morals and so- 
';„!    responsibility     have     rapidly 
I iorge.i ahead with the progress of 
civilization, until life to-day coneiatis 
c[ a vaet network of Intricate re- 
lationships, and interplay of physical, 
iuiellectnal, social, and spiritual 
[ore** «• overpowering that they 
trtll-niKh unbalance the normal 
mind when it attempts to under- 
■tand and read meaning into them. 
" With the development of all these 
hood  u ""-«""«■?». taught in child- 
vomh L^ ,be? fOTtifl«*ttion of our 
roUnnH 8  ',nStJthe comPe"i«B urge of 
misunderstood  sex feeling 
We have made a rather sorry mess 
or the sex question, but we are be- 
ginning to make amends and to see 
borne things more Clearly. This Im- 
provement is very largely due to the 
spread and influence of biology. 
Medical science has adopted new 
tactics and is spreading propagan- 
da as never before. Public health 
programe combat the social diseases 
by the informartry method, an"d 
great progress has been made in con- 
trol of infectious and organic di- 
sease.. When foreign organism lodge 
in the    body, whether    it be in the 
genital :„ima! kingdom in concerned, in the   -.-esniratorv *tive     or 
bance. Diseases spread by means of 
invading germs and organisms, one 
system being subject to damage as 
well as all the rest. There Is nothing 
unusual about this. If syphilis and 
gonorrhea are spread by contact be- 
cause of specific micro-organisms, 
why should not the public know a- 
bout it and be warned against them? 
Simply because the reproductive sys- 
tem is involved is no justification 
for secrecy. Great efforts are being 
made to teach people how to avoid 
taking typhoid, smallpox infectlmq 
taking typhoid, smallpox, influenza, 
and tuberculosis. There is nothing 
here which requires that mention 
should be made in hushed tones. We 
must cease thinking of the repro- 
ductive organs as something foreign 
different  ^activities    the process    of  to the DOdy Tne Btttdent of anatomy, 
physiology, hygiene, embryology, and 
all the other zoological branches, 
comes to see the normality of this 
much-abused apparatus, and he can 
discuss it in the same dispassionate 
way that de would explain the make- 
up of the skeleton or the workings 
of the muscles. It Is the only rational 
and sensible point of view. 
Man is admittedly a queer crea- 
ture. He Is at the same time rational 
and irrational. Sometimes faith has 
been lost in him. and we have had a 
doctrine of total depravity which has 
blasted the beauty that might have 
been brought to flower in him. In the 
General<Confession there is the state- 
ment which some of us repeat un- 
thinkingly I dare say, "There is no 
health in us." A certain favorite old 
hymn carries the sentence, "And only 
man is vile." In the Psalms we read. 
"Every man at his best state is alto- 
gether vanity." Does it help us to 
grow in godliness and purity if we 
debase ourselves and think of the 
stuff of which we.are made as essen- 
tially vile? Fortunately "Ve have 
contrasting views' of man. Far- 
sighted souls have given us greater 
incentives to aid us in the conquest 
of our animal nature. The worth of 
man as part of the divine creation is 
attested by the same psalms which 
condemned him, in the statement 
that God has made him but a little 
lower than the angels. And Pope in 
his immortal essay gives us some- 
thing to Inspire us to try to .live de- 
cently when he calls an honest man 
"the noblest work of God." Humbled 
by a consciousness of their failings, 
but encouraged because of the know- 
ledge that spirituality can be culti- 
vated, few men are so base that they 
will not strive earnestly and honest- 
ly to be better. 
Nature ha* endowed us with great 
capacities, with grfts which have no 
price tag set updn their value. The 
human creation, this body of com- 
mon clay, is a marvelous machine to 
be respected at all times in all its 
parts. It comes Into being in a very 
wonderful way. but perfectly natu- 
rally. That, portion of our structure 
which has been set aside for the con- 
tinuance of creation is deserving of 
something better than being utterly 
Ignored, joked about Indecently, or 
vulgarly  used. 
Marriage is a holy thing, some- 
thing that involves more than phy- 
sical nearness. The true imarrlage is 
a matter of the mind and the spirit. 
It may occur in these ways long be- 
fore a lawful or physical relation- 
ship is established. II so these latter 
are made imore sacred and more 
beautiful. This1 is not sickly senti- 
ment. It is just plain common sense. 
The teaching of biology through the 
ages is perfectly plain on this score. 
No pretentious philosophy is needed 
to decide the question. No modern 
fads, no experimental "isms", no 
breath-taking conduct, can strangle 
or destroy the «iimple truths which 
will persist through all time. The 
boy or girt, young man or young wo- 
man,  who,  feeling the urge of sex 
si and reproduction has kept pace. 
In the one-celled  organisms     it     Is 
jften a very simple process, a mere 
I splitting into two parts of the cell. 
I is we ascend in the scale    of both 
animals and plants it becomes more 
I jpd more  involved.  Complexiflcation 
,.t fonm 'makes it more and more 
I liffiiult for nature to attain her 
Iriids. Ingenious means have to be 
I'reoited to for the accomplishment 
them. All activities are modified 
bn.l diversified to fit circumstances. 
Ihid is no less true to reproduction 
Jhan it is of nutrition, excretion, 
povement. 
Just as there are differences in 
[loitn and content of the sex products 
I Hid the glands which produce them, 
>o are there variances in 'the condi- 
tion of development. One embryo 
required more time to complete its 
srowth. It is born in various ways, 
as in the case of the higher animals. 
.More factors can be brought into 
play to influence its development. 
finally in mammals and man the 
process becomes very highly special- 
ized. But at no point'along the line 
does it ever cease to be natural 
• vent, never doe3 it cease to be in 
keeping with the usages end customs 
of Jiving activity. This point can 
hardly be enphasized enough. When 
the white heart of the lily receives 
its dust of golden pollen a new 
creation is incipient. No less beauti- 
ful and certainly not one whit less 
pure is the means nature uses In 
bringing a starfish, a butterfly, an 
oriole or a human babe into being. 
Why should we. then, look upon the 
formation of a ' new creature with 
such' abhorrence, such prudery, such 
. ccrecy? Sex is not unclean. We 
'hlnk so because we have not known 
he meaning of animal strnctures, to 
say nothing of our own bodies. Soc- 
rates is credited with the admoni- 
:ioft, "Know thyself". This great 
philosopher realized the importance 
of self-knowledge. But perhaps he 
lid not realize the immensity of the 
task. Thales did, we know, because 
.when asked what was difficult he is 
aid to have replied, "To know 
tie's self." That is, indeed, our 
roblems. It is not an easy one. We 
fiaten't known and do not yet know 
inrselvee well enough. We have not 
'■en taught what we should have 
'-"n, especially in regard to sex. J. 
If. Funk says, "Education is con- 
ildered by many as the only prac- 
il' al antagonist to vice and disease." 
A constructive sex education ad- 
ministered sanely by a sympathetic, 
Iruated person, a parent preferably, 
or a doctor, nurse, or sane-minded 
'rii-nd, will give to the average boy 
"f girl a real aim for clean living, 
*3 that happy marriages and healty 
iHltdren may be the outcome. It is 
■>» powerful a weapon against sex 
■"Kj-erience that is immoral as any- 
'ktng of which we know, and it may 
"" more efficacious than other 
Heasures of protection. We have 
•'-vteed our views somewhat, or if we 
™8 not done that we have learned 
it we did not know before, name-. 
Bates Delegates Attend 
Colby Girls' Play Day 
Despite the fact the there wasNno 
snow or ice for the Winter Sports 
Play Day held at Colby College, in 
Waterville, on Saturday, January 
16, an athletic time was enjoyed by 
the delegates from Colby, New 
Hampshire, Maine and Bates. 
The representatives from Bates 
left campus early Friday evening bv 
bus and strangely enough arrived 
ahead of schedule. 
During a coffee held after lunch, 
it was decided that the University of 
New Hampshire be the next hostess 
to entertain Play Day delegates. It 
was also determined that the tvpe 
of banquet be left to the discretion 
of the hostess college, that records 
of each Play Day be kSpt and sent 
to each college, and that two mem- 
bers from the delegations of each 
of the colleges be elected to serve on 
a committee for the discussion of 
any problems that the delegations 
might offer. 
In the evening, a banquet was 
served in the Gymnasium, after 
which toasts were made. Emily 
Finn spoke for Bates, on Sports. 
President Johnson of Colby, during 
a short speech, said that he was 
much in favor of the spirit of play 
rather than victory in 6ports, and 
definitely stated that he believed 
that the men should adopt this point 
of view. 
The representatives sent from the 
Women's Athletic Association were 
Emily Finn. Rebecca Cousins, Al- 
thea Howe, Frances liraekett. Doro- 
thy Penney and Crescentia Zahn. 
They were chaperoned by Professor 
Walmsley and   Miss Sanders. 
The Best College Record   | 
A Bates Year Book 
— To Keep Alive Memories of 
Your College Days — 
The 1932 
"Mirror" 
If you have not. yet subscribed for this Year Book, 
r you may do so at Coram Library where contracts are 
f available at the desk. They may also be procured from 
j ELDEX DUSTIN, ROBERT MANSON, ALTHBA HOWF., 
f      and CERNABD SPRAFKE. . 
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Bates-Bowdoin 
(Continued  from   Page   1) 
strong goalie the Back Bay school 
took the decision. Coach Gelly had 
a smooth forward line with Dick 
Secor, Joe Murphy, and Ray Mc- 
Cluskey performing like an All- 
State unit. Secor was impressive 
in the Colby game with his ag- 
gressive play. Some of his shots 
were wide, but he has found the 
net in each of the last two games, 
and his ability to penetrate the de- 
fense makes him a constant threat. 
Ray McCluskey, who opened the 
season by scoring two sensational 
goal9 against the Portland Club, is 
always the alert wing. Ben White, 
the offensive defence man, whose 
frequent sallies nearly opened the 
Colby defence wide, has scored in 
two games since then, and with 
Frank Soba promises to carry on 
the stiff body checking that cha- 
racterized   their  early  season   play. 
The Brunswick school has a 
squad of fine individual players, 
but since their first game was not 
able for its lack of passing, and 
against Northeastern offered little 
opposition, their success as a team 
is a problem. They are heavier as 
a group than the Colby men. Capt. 
Bilodeau, the big football lineman, 
an Augusta boy has played an ef- 
fective defensive game, and behind 
him in the nets is Haskell, who 
used to turn them aside' for Lewis- 
ton High. Particularly strong 
against Bates at the first engage- 
ment, his work will be watched 
closely as possibly rivalling that of 
Bob Violette, the suberb Colby net 
guardian. 
The veteran center ice man. Ro- 
senfeld, who came from Andover, 
played here last year, and is re 
membered for his speed and hand- 
some stick handling. Richardson, 
another football man, teams up 
with Bilodeau at the defence 
points, and Robbins, who played 
with Bob Swett, Bates center ice, at 
Newton (Mass.) High, and Godfrey 
at the wings flanking Rosenfeld 
finish out the lineup of a team that 
is an  unknown  quality. 
attraction in a physical way. gives 
up to it in an orgy of unsanctioned 
passion, is damaging one man's choi- 
cest possessions, one to be used un- 
der rightful circumstances to the 
ennoblement of the self. Such unwar- 
ranted indulgence can not be gran- 
ted without injury, for love in its 
widest and only adequate sense goes 
beyond the body to the heart and 
soul. When we learn this fully we 
shall be able to do away with the 
misery and disgust, the ruin and fol- 
ly, that often end in the divorce 
court. It Is natural for men and wo- 
men to be together, to associate, to 
enjoy each other's companionship. 
It is not natural or necessary to 
break loose in a wanton gratifica- 
tion of sex appetite and sex passions 
any more than it is natural, consti- 
tuted as we are mentally and moral- 
ly, to kill, to rape, to out-do the 
beast of the junttle in. his savagery. 
It is as entirely consistent with na- 
ture for man to live sanely and hy- 
gienically with respect to the repro- 
ductive system as it is to obey the 
commands of the circulatory and di- 
gestive systems. The matter is one of 
trainiag and education. Not that 
there will be no failures. Not that 
it will always be easy to govern and 
control temptation. We are heirs to 
the call of the wild, but we can for- 
tify ourselves against the lowest im- 
pulses and motives by a mighty bul- 
wark of defensive strength if we are 
given half a chance as we mature. 
In this eonection a story comes to 
mind. One man said to another. 
"You look depressed, .my friend. Of 
what are you thinking?" The reply 
came. "Mv future." "But what .makes 
it seem so hopeless?" "My past." was 
the answer. In spite of the past and 
its ©lotted record I do not look upon 
the future as hopeless. I think that 
in the first chapter of the Bible we 
have expressed a potent truth as 
important and. as meaningful to-day 
as it ever was. It has come down to 
us as a very choice example of the 
wisdom of a giant intellect. "So God 
created man in his own image. 
Not his physical image. Ah no! But 
as. a mirror of the Divine Mind, the 
Loving Consciousness. If we strive 
to live to the most of our ability and 
to serve the best that we know-how, 
we shall little by-little reach an afl- 
round development not yet attained, 
and finally, either here or hereafter, 
we  may come to be  like Him. 
Visitor To Painted Desert 
Finds Panorama of Colors 
(Editor's Note: The material for 
i hi-, descriptive essay was furnished 
the author by Professor I'oWeroy 
who recently visited this truly 
colorful  region.) 
By   CARL,   M I I.1.1KI- \    '85 
The tickets read "Adamana"; the 
railway station is labeled "Adama- 
na": but of Adamana itself very 
little is to be seen. Specifically: the 
station1, three houses, and a water 
tower constitute its full claim to 
civic pretentiousness. The town's 
listed population is only one hundred 
souls; why should they all live right 
next the station when the country 
round about contains thousands of 
acres entirely  free  from occupancy? 
Adamana is merely a stopping 
place. From there one may select any 
of several destinations. A short dis- 
tance To the south are Arizona's 
famous "petrified forests", four dis- 
tinct forests of 'stone' trees, some in 
chipped colofful ruin, some still re- 
markably intact. (Three of these 
forests are now closed by the govern- 
ment to the invading army of 
souvenir hunters who came armed 
not only with pick and hammer but 
also with trucks and freight cars). 
To the north are a series of Indian 
reservations—barren tracts of land, 
the bp.-H ungrateful conquerors can 
spare the former owners of the en- 
tire continent. Finally, ten miles 
north of the town and railroad, ex- 
tends one of the most beautiful of 
Arizona's scenic wonders—the Paint- 
ed Desert, so-called because of the 
myriad of colors contained in its 
rand and soil. 
Tourists Like Desert 
The average tourist, in visiting the 
Painted Desert, arrives freshly (tiled 
with the rugged splendors of the 
Grand Canyon. There he has been 
dazzled by tier on tier of brilliant 
color. The successive strata of sand- 
stone, sinking a mile and a half in- 
to the earth, and reflecting bold 
hues of orange and red and purple, 
would hardly seem to leave room for 
fresh impression. But, invariably, the 
traveler finds a fresh thrill In the 
quieter tones and broader expanse 
of this colored desert. Here, too, the 
color is the result of colored sand, 
not seen,  this  time, in distinct  tiers 
I or bands, but blown about and inter- 
j mingled. The color arises not from 
' any specific area of sand but rather 
; from the aggregate expanse. The im- 
. presslon is one of vastness and great 
I distance. If>may be that the clear 
j dry air has effect in bringing the en- 
j tire panorama out in unusual clariiy 
of impression as though it had, in 
! truth, been "painted". 
Vegetation  Sparse 
Outside of minor undulations and 
gullies, dried up springtime streams, 
the desert is flat, stretching un- 
broken to the horizon. Vegetation 
is sparse enough throughout the en- 
tire country, there being very little 
Braes, and only scattered clumps of 
sage-brush; the desert itself shows 
no plant life at all. That any animal 
I could find sustenance in such a 
i habitat seems impossible, yet if one 
| has unusually good luck, he may see 
, one of the herds of "wild horaee" 
! which rove over the desert. Utterly 
untamed, these animals run in small 
groups of a dozen or so, keeping a 
safe distance between them and any 
human observer. If the demand for 
horses were greater now (movie fans 
would be disappointed at the in- 
consplcuousncss of the traditional 
cowpuncher), people might make 
greater efforts to capture and tame 
them. But. as it is, the Ford hat; 
taken over many of their duties and 
they are left to multiply and contin- 
ue their wild existence. Besides 
these horses and a smaller stouter 
animal, the Rocky Mountain Burro, 
which also inhabits the Painted 
Desert, animals are not seen near the 
desert. Occasionally one sees a 
grouse or perhaps a horned toad. In- 
sect life does not flourish. 
The Atlas speaks of Arizona as an 
ideal spot to! regain one's heulth. 
Certainly the territory about Ada- 
mana seems to offer little oppor- 
tunity for other activity. Yet cattle 
are raised thereabout, and some day | 
irrigation may come. Certain it is 
that the physical beauty of the 
country and the easy-going so- 
ciability of its inhabitants can make 
deep impressions on mere visitors, 
for many of them have been known 
to desert the inane bustle of the 
Bast for the guaranteed "cure-all" 
of the Painted Desert. 
Y. W. C. A. Resumes 
Weekly Meetings 
Weekly Y. W. meetings were re- 
sumed the evening of January 6 in 
Rand. Dorothy Kiinball furnished 
the music. The subject chosen for 
discussion was "A Resolution", and 
Mildred Moyer gave a short talk 
surveying the present condition of 
the world and our position in lending 
a helping hand. 
The whole world is looking to U6 
for leadership and we are beginning 
to realize that trusting our civiliza- 
tion to other countries is of no 
genuine advantage. We must actually 
share the best we have to offer. In 
order to be able to impart any prin- 
ciples at all worth while we must 
live up to Christ's ideals. A fine New 
Years Resolution would be to make 
an   earnest   endeavor   to   live   up  to 
I ou.r ideals, n<yt only in the larger is- 
sues of existence, but even In tire 
I little, every day occurences. Stem a 
practice wan+d aid in contributtnj; 
! something of intrinsic value t©> the 
1 civilization of America from wnlcn 
i others are seeking leadership. 
— ;o:- ■  
'Kaffee Klatsch" at Harms 
Professor and Mrs. Samuel P. 
Harms entertained a B™w ot 
friends at a German Kaffee 
Klatsch" at their Abbott Street 
home on Sunday afternoon. Those 
present   were  Dr.     and   Mrs.  Arthur 
! N. Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph 
l.owit   and     Mr.     and     Mrs      Wllli 
■■ Schwarzkopf     of   Auburir,     Mr.   Ri- 
' chard Winkel also of Auburn, Mr. 
Erich Labouvie. and Miss Inge von 
Mii-ller '33  and Miss     Elsie    Seigel 
! '32    Mrs.   Leonard   poured  and   Miss. 
Dorothy   Harms   assisted     with   the 
serving.  . 
Frocks for D; *A Y T I M E      QNAPPY fin1!       SPORTSWEAR 
GRIFFON   CLOTHES   FOR   MEN 
Charge Account  Serrife 
109-111 Lltoon St., CORTELL'S Loriston, M»in«. 
■ 
Hecker-Franson  Needlecraft Shop 
WE   SPECIALIZE  IN 
Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework 
Induction. Free 79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE. 
Say it with Ice Cream 
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Mr* Lewis hikes Cuba—Qets 
Two Christmasses and a Tan 
Sails Dec. 80 on Good Ship Resolute—Has Trou- 
ble with Taxi Driver and Goes to 
Court House 
Compliments of 
FIRST  NATIONAL BANK 
Main Street 
LEWISTON 
By RrTH T. BEXHAM 
In spite of conscienceless taxi- 
divers and a grafting population, 
Cuba is a great place—was the ver- 
dict pronounced on Cuba by Mr. 
Lewis, Bates instructor in Psycho- 
logy, following his trip there over 
the Holidays. Adding then lo the 
fact that be acquired two Christ- 
mases. a slight coat of tan and a 
great deal of practical experience in 
regard to travelling in Cuba, we 
can conclude that the trip was an 
enviable   success. 
Sailed December 20 
He set sail from this land of ice 
and snow Dec. 20, on the Resolute. 
This ship which is to start out on a 
world cruise soon, was wonderfully 
complete for a general good time 
with a large swimming pool, two 
orchestras, including Earl Carroll's 
Vanities' Orchestra, and a well-or- 
ganized entertainment with such 
Broadway stars as Van and Dan and 
Shneck combination and the prima 
donna of the "Desert Song." His 
table mates, he said, were most in- 
teresting and prominent. Among 
them was Dr. Waetjen, publisher of 
the American Medical Journal, and 
Mr. Berlitz of the Berlitz School of 
Languages. 
"Havana", Mr. Lewis found to be 
a "great town'' and nuite distinc- 
tive because of the fact that there 
was not much effect of the depres- 
sion. The unemployment there, he 
saide is generally not compulsory 
unemployment, but a sort of per- 
petual state among a lazy people. 
Although there was no begging, the 
people depend in a less direct way, 
upon the tourists for support. One 
or two incidents of their methods 
of graft were particularly amusing 
—that is, amusing in reflection. In 
one instance, there was a small 
girl who used to encounter Mr. 
Lewis every time he was in a par- 
ticular section of the city, and try 
to sell him a faded rose. She per- 
sisted in spite of his "No me mo- 
leste" and would try to slip it into 
his pocket. One time she succeeded 
in doing this, unknown to him. She 
then ran by a round about way, 
ahead of him and met him, direct- 
ly before a policemen, asking for 
money. When he questioned her, 
she pointed to the flower in his 
pocket and much to his embarrass- 
ment lie found himself confronted 
by all the earmarks of a guilty 
debtor. 
The Taxi Incident 
Another instance, which is re- 
peated not only because it is of in- 
terest, but also because it explains, 
as a sort of protection, the real 
reason why our instructor spent 
part of a night in jail. A party of 
them hired a car for three of four 
hours in the evening for an agreed 
sum of $4. When they returned the 
car the owner, with native instinct 
for graft, demanded $25. Upon the 
party's refusal to accept the terms, 
a huge crowd of jabbering foreign- 
ers surrounded them and they were 
forced to go to the court house for 
help. Upon arriving, they were 
promptly placed under arrest and 
put under a bond of $100 a piece, 
notwithstanding the fact that a 
prisoner charged with attempted 
manslaughter was under a bond, of 
only $25. The simplest thing to do 
was to pay the taxi-driver his re- 
quired sum and retire to the boat, 
entertaining no very pleasant 
thoughts about taxi-drivers in gen- 
eral. 
To compensate for its abuses, 
this land had many interesting 
pastimes and adventures for the 
tourists. Besides attending the races 
and the famous .luali games, Mr. 
Lewis visited the Tropical Gardens 
and the casino, went swimming tn 
the Carribbean at La Playa 
(where he acquired his coat of 
tan.) picked coffee, sugar cane, ba- 
nanas, oranges, and castor oil beans 
on a plantation and visited the new 
$20,000,00 capital building at Ha- 
vana—a gorgeous structure with 
mahogany woodwork, marble floors, 
a 210 foot dome beneath which is 
a huge diamond set in the floor. 
Since Christmas is celebrated on 
the 24th in Cuba, the party had two 
holidays, the one on the island, and 
the other on board ship, on the re- 
turn journey. The trip back was 
chiefly marked by a very rough day 
during which a large number of the 
passengers, including seasoned tra- 
velers, were confined to their state- 
rooms. The fact that our instructor 
was able to substitute in the or- 
chestra for one of the indisposed 
trumpet players, speaks for itself in 
regard to  his "sea-legs". 
With another admonition in re- 
gard to the taxi-drivers. Mr. Lewis 
recommends a trip to Cuba, to be 
all that the advertisements say it 
is. 
Between* 4,500   and   5,000     votes 
; were   cast   in   an   election   sponsored 
; by   the     Pitt  Weekly     to  determine 
the most popular coed and the most 
I popular  collegian     on   the  campus. 
! Men   voted   for   women,     and     vice 
j versa.  In order to get the    utmost 
publicity   value   out   of   the   contest 
only   500   votes   were   counted   each 
day.   Consistent  advertisers     in   the 
paper  gave   prizes     of  wearing  ap- 
parel, etc., to the winners. 
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Ice-men Drop 
Hockey Game 
To Brown Six 
Failing i" siinw their usual pep, a 
Bobcat soxtet journeyed to Pro»i 
dence last Thursday to be defeated 
by the Brown hockey agregation by 
a 5-2 score. Bates, however, show- 
ed plenty of tight ai various times 
duriiiK the game, and the work ol 
Flynn. at the nets, and Becor, 
White .ami Kay McCluskey was ol 
more  than  satisfactory calibre. 
Handicapped by a Ions Journey 
previous to the game, and slow ar- 
tificial ice. the men round it hard 
to Ret the puck around the Brown 
men. 
Tlie game started with Brown 
scoring two goals, bul Dick Becor 
skated down the ice to sink om In, 
and Hen White added another with 
a long slioi from mid-ice to tie the 
score Bates was unable to score 
during the following two periods, 
while Brown managed to gel three 
more.' 
Terriers Defeat 
Bates Ice Sextet 
In Scrappy Game 
B.   V.  Tallies  For  2-1 
Win  -Secor is Lone 
Scorer for Garnet 
The Boston Arena was the scene 
lit a i";: st. exciting hockey name last 
Frida) evening when the liosion. 
University inn-key team managed to I 
oul the ice-bird i of Bains bj a 
L'-1 victory In the second game of1 
their road trip. This was the second 
game ol a double header in which 
Northeastern trounced Bowdoin 3-1. 
In contrast to ilie Bowdoin game, 
i he Bati e B. U. iet-to was a tense, 
hard contested struggle, and the Is- 
sue was always in doubt until the 
final boll. Boston University was 
torn I in come onl from behind in 
the decond and third periods to set 
the tallies which helped them keep 
clean their unbroken string or vic- 
torie . 
Mr. Brown, Custodian of Chase, Records Show Qirls' A. A 
Has Love and Skill for Music 
Hy DOROTHY on.\i:.\ 
There    were   no    boys      around   in 
Chase Hall. Everyone seemed to ;i" 
out. Vet. from the hall came the 
strains of a waits being played on 
the piano. Who could il be? If one 
were to peep i ii in the doorway, he 
would find not one of the fellows 
al the piano, bul a grey-haired 
middle-aged man, playing to ins 
heart's content. II l? Mr. J. R. 
Brown, the janitor al  Chase Hall. 
Mr. Brown's ability to play comes 
as a surprise to most of the Btudenl 
body here, but ii is a matter of old 
news 10 his friends.  He i omi a  iron! 
a   musical   family   in    Wilton,   Maine. 
United  Baptisl  church  [or six or se- 
vi n   years.   Brown    bad   charge    of 
both choir and  an  orchestra of ten 
pie* is. 
In Other Maine cities. such as 
Waterville, be directed a band for 
the skating rink. In East Wilton be 
played al the Centennial of the 
town. Il'ie he bad a band of thirty 
pieces   with      some   players      coming 
from   Boston. 
U 'his Centennial the band play- 
ed ., piece which Brown himself 
wrote, "My .Mary Ann's a Teacher", 
ii    made   ;,n    instant      hit   With      the 
;,     Newell   Perkins,   the   leader 
of the Glover's  band, a   well-known 
His   father   and   mother   wen-   both'organization      many   years   ago      m 
and    all   the  these  two    cities,   heard     the song. 
The Snmmar) 
BATES: BROWN: 
Secor. lw, rW,   Hurley 
Murphy,  c, c, Paige 
Ray  McCluskey. •w,           l w. Chase 
Soba, Id- ill.   Ilargrave 
White, id. id. Tracey 
Flynn, g. g.  Hntton 
R-UgK.   spare. spare.   Hunt 
Swett,  spare spare.   Hyams 
Ralph   McCIuskej span' 
spare.   Leg ! 
Berry, spate spare.  Hall 
spare.   Johnson 
Bpare,   Schnjerhorn 
spare.   \\ Ing 
• spare. Casey 
spare.  Fuller 
Score:    Brown 5.   Bates   2. 
Goals: 
First   period:   Legg,     Paige,      t Mar- 
grave),  Secor.  White. 
Secoud   period:   Johnson    (Tracey), 
Hurley   fOhace). 
Third  period:   Hargrave   (Tracey). 
Penalties: 
First  period:   Soba. 
Sceond     period.      Kay      McCluskey, 
Soba. 
Third period:  Tracey,  Hyams,  Wing. 
very     good     singers 
children  were musically accomplish 
ed. 
Brown. familiarity known as 
"Gosh Whiz" to the students, Brsl 
attended Wilton Academy where hi 
sang  in  the Glee club.   Finn!  tit ji,.   went   to   Kent's   Hill   to   continue 
his   music   both   In    voice   and   also 
cornet playing, in  which  he excels. 
Leads  Band   in   Everett 
After leaving Kent's Hill, he 
went   to   Everett,   Mi where  he Hi i; Secor put Bates in the front 
in the n-pening period when he faked   worked   in   a   hardware 
a   shot   by     Goalie     Wight.     Becor twelve   years.     He   still 
dribbled down bis right lane, puJfod 
Wighl out of position and cleverly ■slipped the puck home :i minutes and 
15 second)? after the opening of the 
gam I!. I' came hack strong, but a 
vigorous defense play on the part of 
White and Flynn, who put on a 
splendid exhibition in the cage, 
frustrated all attempts. In the-second 
period, however. Uo-jton University 
tied the count when Bender con- 
verted a neal pass from Clem to a 
score. 
The winning goal was scored early 
in the third period by C'.em on a 
IKI- from French, and the Strong 
forcing play Of the Bates forward 
line was not sufficient to snatch 
victory  back  again. 
Kay   McCluskey.   Secor.   and   Mur- 
phy all played    excellent     ag 
cum.-, and gave the B. V. goalie and 
cohorts several bad moments. 
BATES BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
Secor,  i Kugg |, 1. w. 
r. w.. Clem (Smith. Herman) 
Murphy (Swett). • < Bender (Rice) 
Raj McCluekey (Ralph McCluskey). 
r.   w. 
1.  w.. French  (Harrington.  Wilson) 
taking lessons,  bul 
a band. 
He   returned   to   Maine      anil    was 
conductor   o(   hands     both   in   Easl 
Wilton  and  Parmlngton.   In  the  lat 
ter   band,   be   played   triple     tongue 
solo   cornet   for  many   years. 
In  Oakland,   lie  led  choir  for  l!i ■ 
White. I. d.  ..  r. d. Walker (Ulman) 
Soba t Berrj   . r. d. ... I. d.. Weal  : 
Flynn. g      -'■•  Wighl 
Score— It. U.  2.     Bates  1. 
See '•■   First   period    Se< or,     Bates 
(.unassisted).      9:15. 
Second  period—Boston  Univi 
Bender. 
Third   period     Boa) >n   University, 
Clam   (French).    2:<M>. 
Penalties-  Murphy,   tripping 
ba. tripping; Rice, trlipping;  W 
high stick:    Rice,    tripping;    S 
roughing;   French, tripping;     Seeor 
tripping;    Berry, tripping:     B> 
tripping. 
Referees     Morrfesey    and 
Time —Three   20m.   period 
and asked llrown to have it publish- 
ed.  The  latter,  however,  like every 
true artist. though! his piece Of 
work was not good enough for pub- 
lication,     aliho  he  agreed   to   write 
||   up   for  CicpdM-'s   Hand. 
Sin,,, coming to l.ewislon "Cosh 
Whiz" has had an orchestra of se- 
venteen pieces which played for so- 
cial affairs. He also sang in the 
! .;   Baptist   Choir. 
Assist.   Kay   linker 
continued Af, .,. K;i, Bufcer, a former Hates 
now was leading ,.unner :, ,, college, he went to Sa- 
battits HI ;i church. Then lie asked 
Brown to come there to lead the 
choir. Before this, there had been a 
mere handful of church goers,    but 
j when  Brown  and  his daughter came 
I to sing and to play in the orchestra. 
the church   was  Oiled  to  capacity. 
Brown's placing ->f the cornet be- 
came known all over Maine, and he 
received an offer to go to Togus to 
pla;   in   thi   government   band there. 
I This   he  declined,   partly   because  of 
', financia I   n asons. 
Sim i coming to Bans. Brown 
has not had an opportunity to do 
much playing or singing. He misses 
this very much. At every opportu- 
nity, however, he sits down at the 
piano in Chase and plays. He makes 
up    his   own    accompaniment       when 
be si' 
J, R Brown is not only a piano 
and  cornel   player,  but  also  is quite 
. I i.ll ul   w itb   the   violin. |] is   composed   a    wait/   Which 
Ii \       very   frequently     on   the 
Hall     piano,   and     it   is   very 
...ii    to   tlf   men   that    have   lls- 
•   i •  i   i o  him. 
// I play safe by 
sticking to LUCKIES 
' '.I. WHAT   A   (.Al   |S MAKYI 
.' ','t '-, <-.i>«  of 1i»~ (%"" uiii" l«"»u!i«-S 
Ihal •*•« l»»o roin^i'Kijtmclfkiltcr. 
:    trrwond profe&itonnl bail lurk 
I'       .'■.i  i   -T   '-I   v^cjrv  NOW Slip's 
ve\ ," ...thastudiOII .l«mar f or her 
...*h*» rt-b!f. loves her...and Hi*» 
; Eofjywo '•' ttffl   I ^inin<v Her n~w 
PAI i .       ruRE i% "MEN or 
HANCF*...H*ro'a »o you, Mi-y 
/ fclO'' Wc'io glad you -.moke 
I'lr^jr^ ,-nf* vra'ra grateful for 
:ha( slolc-iont you gov© us wilh- 
v-r g CJf»l ol payment. 
"I can't afford to take chances with my voice. So I play 
safe hy sticking to LUCKIES—they're always kind to my 
throat. And I'm doubly grateful for your improved Cello* 
phane wrapper which opens so easily with that clever 
little tab." ^^GJX^ 
"It's toasted" 
u 
YourThroot Protection— ogoinstirritotion— against tough 
And 'Moisture-Proof Callophanc Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh 
•  •  i   |.    - )•■   Iff I- V S nUK I   -60 ui"W»m minutes nidi the iiorlJ'j futett dame orchestras and Walter Winched, whole goaip 
-., * i ',!   '*•*• «■»•'»"'- the ncwi "I (ommirit', every 'Tuesday* 'Thursday and Saturday etniinr; otrr N. B. C netuwks. 
Active Way Back in 1914 
Rrie-ht Youne Thine* Wants to  Borrow Men's 
Pool   Tables,   But   Vote   Is "No"- 
Pa Gould Volley-Bali Referee 
MRS SAWYIiR IS 
PARTY HOSTtss 
of 
By KI.SIK P. SBHSEL 
Every now and then some inqui- 
sitive reporter noes snooping around 
other folks' business and unearths 
some ghost of the past. This time il 
is the .-'host of a flourishing orga- 
nization that. «as reviewed and 
picked apart—shades of W. A. A.. 
away back there in 1911 when it 
was" the GIRLS' (not Women's) 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. Ah. 
ihose were the days when girls 
were very ladylike, and "walked" 
instead  of "hiked". 
However, spoils were popular! 
among the women, even then. We| 
find thai a property manager is 
considered so essential that the 
Cirls A. A. is willing to pay $1 a 
week for the services of one. Tennis 
was interesting enough to warrant 
the Hoards furnishing the balls. 
Even the great American sport, 
baseball, had its innings but we 
lind the Board turning down a 
proposition ol getting mitts and 
rates because soft balls were used. 
And those were the days when our 
professors were not interested in 
football alobe. In May. 1915. we 
find that the Association got Pro- 
fessor Could to referee some volley- 
hall games and Dr. BYitan to um- 
pire a baseball game. Other popular 
umpires were. Professors MacDonaM 
and Pomeroy. 'way back in 191" 
And in 1917 Coach. Ryan "came 
over" to tell the girls about track. 
They had a let of co-operation With 
the faculty In iliose days, it seems. 
The Hare and Hound Chas" 
seems to have been popular from 
the first. The annual Gym Me>t 
also dates back to the 'ITs. At thai 
time. too. Bates was conducting I 
song contest and the Girl's A. A. 
contributed $.r> to the fund for thai 
purpose. 
One cold February day some 
bright young thing suggested that 
the Y. M. C. A. pool tables be 
brought over lo the Fiske. Room so 
the girls could have a Ml of indoor 
sport ror 'he rest of the year—bul 
Well, most of the girls were verv 
nice and voted that the A. A. nei- 
IIIIT "buy nor borrow the pool 
tables." 
The Hoard look care of man] 
matters but H was very vacillating 
and .-hanged its decisions continu- 
ally. It was noi at. all businesslike 
and thai is where the present Board 
IS par excellent." Incidentally. 
bine ink must "come,, in" aboul 
1910, because prior to that time 
l he 'reports were iu a blackish j 
shade, and aftor thai they were In 
u   decided   blue  shade. I 
Was    there a    "Depression      ln| 
l!i20?   I/age  Professor Carroll. Any-; 
how,  ii  u-is voted    lo reduce    th< 
athletic dues  from  $2 to $1 for the 
second   semester.   However,     condi- 
tions   must   have   improved,   for  the 
next  year the dues were  raised  so 
thai   a   certain   percentage   could   be! 
turned   over  to  the  Men's  A.  A.   In 
return     Hie     girls     would     receive 
tickets lo all  the games of the year. 
The amount decided  upon  was $10. 
three to go to the Girls' A. A. and 
seven  to  the     men. Then in     1926 
when the students tell  wealthy the 
dues   were   raised   to   $15.     ton   for 
Ihe   men  and   live     for  the     women 
wiiii  the above  privilege of getting 
tickets  for  all  the games. 
The Women's I raining rules h:iv- 
always been regarded as more or 
less of a joke by Ihe other side of 
the campus. They are not, or should 
not be, taken so lightly by the co- 
eds To prove il. something drastic 
happened ten years ago when a 
certain young lady deliberately 
broke training rules. She was de- 
barred from all athletics for the 
rest  of the college years! 
In 1928 (here was a basket-ball 
banquet   and   that  same  year  there 
H-.-IS   some   discussion   88   to   the   pri 
vilege    of  wearing     a  guruct     and 
black   sweater    for   having   earned     ' 
certain   number  of  stripes. 
The following year the Girls 
Athletic Association decided to have 
an entertainment to help pay for 
the bleachers and the iron fence on | 
Carcelon Field. The girls were al- 
ways willing to help the Bates 
cause, and a couplo of years later 
wc sec them selling "eatables" for 
ihe  million   dollar  fund. 
At a special meeting in the fall 
of 19 21 the Hoard considered th" 
advisability of accepting an Invita- 
tion from the University of New 
Hampshire lo send a team to Dur- 
ham for a hockey game. There was 
no guarantee that expenses would 
be paid but the University prom- 
ised to take care of entertaining 
the team. Subsequently, invitations 
for basketball games came from 
Gorham Normal and the University 
Of Maine, but the Bates girls reject- 
ed all and thus set up a precedent 
of non-participation in intercolle- 
giate sports. Some of U. of M. girls 
were, however, invited to be spec- 
tators at the Gym Meet in 1922. 
Then up jumped the grievance 
which has been jumping up ever 
since. Bates men were requested to 
keep off the women's tennis courts 
unless invited; and the clause im- 
mediately following requests—thai 
the girls be permitted the use of 
the courts near Hathorn unless de- 
sired   by  the  boys  for  practise. 
In 1923 it was decided that the 
girls who had earned a "B" should 
he given white coat-sweaters with 
the garnet "B". This laudable cus- 
tom is still practised. "Walks" are 
called "hikes" from now on. Train- 
ing rules are more and more 
lengthy, and the A. A. constitution 
undergoes a few operations. The 
Board gets social-minded and sends 
delegates to camps and conferences. 
and ii also goes on house parties. 
The whole atmosphere becomes less 
rigid. Nicknames are used in the 
reports of the secretary and the 
Board decides that it is not a train- 
ing —{ <" chew gum! "Cuts" are 
mc excused.     At  the  en- 
tra jfce class of '30 "points" 
itripss"   and 3 few years 
Freshmen ^ere allowed 
a representative on the Board. 
Swimming and golf were becoming 
recognized activities, but golf play- 
ers going to Marlindale required 
chaperones. 
A great many changes nave tak- 
en place in the Women's A. A. 
since 1914. The nature of business 
has undergone a transformation in 
manv ways but one opinion of Jf> 
persists at least: Prof. Walmosley 
still thinks the girls) eat too last. 
— :o:- "■ 
Roger Williams Leads 
As  II   result   of   winning  the  set-to j 
with West Parker last night by a 
score of 48-21. Ihe Roger Bill hoop 
team steps up lo the finals of the ; 
Bates intramural basketball tour-, 
nament and will play Auburn Off- 
Campus for the medal. The game 
was close in the first stanzas but 
the closing minutes found Hi" 
Roger Williams learn doing about 
as ii   pleased. 
Good Clothing 
Good Furnishing 
POPULAR   PRICKS 
Haskell & Hopkins 
27    LISBON    STREET 
Mrs.   Sawyer   was   hoe 
January Birtfcday Party given .,, 
honi'  on  Nichols Street  last 
at 8  o'clock. 
The   faculty     guests w re      u,.s 
Gray.     Ma.lame     Gray, Mrs.  iiai... 
Rowe,     Mrs.   Blanche Robert   ;,,,., 
M - - 3and< i - 
■   The studeml  guestB were:   Bar 
Leadbetter. Lynda Bedell. Jean Mnr. 
ray, Virabelle Poland.    Thelma . 
Iln,      Josephine     Springer.      f)i 
Wilder, Florence Larrabee. Mini 
Paige,    Sylvia    Shoemaker.    Xorrna 
Hinds.  Amy  Irish,  Virginia   Moulton 
Dorothy  Penny.     Margaret     Rai 
Deborah Thompson.  Elinor William 
Margaret     Ratemau.     Mira     BriRg,, 
Ruth  Cunningham.  He]-n   Foss.  Vii 
ginia      Mills,     .Christine     Stom      and 
Geraldine Wilson. 
HOT TOASTED  SANDWICHES 
Paste?   »'"!    H«H    <:ulTcn 
al   our   Fountain 
Jordan's Drug Stoic 
ON    THE   COBNi'K 
51  COLLEGE STREET 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
41 Bates St,        Qeo. B. Schmidl 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston - Rumlord—rarmlngton 
l,\    l.rwlsioii— 
7.4.".  A.M.,   1Z.SS   I'M.  S.28   P.M. 
IA     liiHnforcl— 
7.3.',   AM,   I8.3S   I'M..   4 I ft   P.M. 
I.v   I'nrininirlon— 
7.an  I M .   Has  P M . 4 in  P.M. 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred  C. McKenney 
(M   Sa ball us  Street 
tilTIBS    -I livici:   GASOfcJNB 
■■HJ    II IIR1CATINQ   OIUB 
WASHING  «od  GREASING 
NMrevI       OaTliiw      Slalion      to      College 
We   can   show   y°u  *   varied   Mtoctlon  ol 
PRIZE    COPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of   all   standard   makei 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
o    all   kluda 
BARNST0NE-0SG00D 
COMPANY 
Jewelers 
LISBON   STREET 
I>w'!lU>Il.   MslM 
50 
*—-  
l THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
■+ 
l 
—.+ 
FLANDERS 
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes 
COURT   STP.l'.RT AUBURN.   MAINE 
RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of 
Canvas and Rubber Footwear 
LEWIS! ON  RUBBER  COMPANY 
MIWIVION AUGUoTA 
Arthur   ■■Gllll"   Dnm.iii 
■—— + 
lKiael Winner INSURED   CABS 
TAXI  CALL 4040 TAXI 
21 Hour Sorvlro For Real Courteous Service 'J5 Cents Local Ealc 
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street 
-IxEWISTON    MA1NE- 
, + 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
I      HOUR      SERVICE 
"TH£  QUALITY  SHOP" 
3 Miuutes Ttom the Campus Trl.   1HIV-W 
PEOPLES   SHOE SHOP 
The  Hoccaaia  House 
33    SABATTUS    STREET 
DEALER   IX  HIGH  GRADE  MO©   »   1W 
  TENNIS  SHOES  AND  Rl BB1 > 
SHOES  RF.rAIRF.D  AND REt'OXI>ITIOM2I>  TO   loot:   LIKE NEW 
R\\7    tpT   A~RTC        Registered  Druggist 
PRESCRIPTIONS A  SPECIALTY 
Also.  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bales and Main  Street        LEWISTON   MAIM') 
"A Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
GOOGIN 
FUEL  CO 
COAL and WOOD 
Phones 1801 
114  B»te3  St:ee 
LEWIS! OX 
1800 
67 Elm Street 
ATJBITSN 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC  MEMORIALS 
JameB  P.  Murphy Co. 
6  to  10 Bates  St..  LEWISTON 
Telephone   4634-R 
Lewiston Shoe Hospital 
7   SABATTUS    ST. 
We   Specljllie   In 
REPAIRING   LOTUS   SHOE! 
Agents.   Pletica   a=d  Saydsa 
11   Roger V,*il!ia3is 
